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What's Happening in Counseling
in Corrections

Lawrence A. Bennett
Thomas S. Rosenbaum
Wayne R. McCullougn

This chapter presents a brief nistorical review of counseling
in tne correctional setting, tracing its development from the
early 1900's to tne present. Brief descriptions are presented
of the varying settings in which counseling occurs, the vast
differences in the clientele to be served, and the widely dif-
fering approaches used in counseling efforts. Some erroneous
assumptions tnat nave persisted through the years are examinee
togetner witn brief explanations of plausible reasons for
criminal benaviors.

Cnapter I

Historical Overview of Correctional Counseling

For tne last 20U years, workers in the field of crime and punisn,-

ment nave struggled more systematically to find ways of motivating of-

fenders to modify their behavior toward greater social conformity.

Tne emergence of tne training model in the early 1900's represented

a swing away from the belief of earlier years that punishment, in and

of itself, was sufficient to insure that people would change the manner

in wnicn tney attempted to solve their social-problems. Following the

disillusionment resulting from the failure of vocational training to

"cure" social ills, "treatment" entered the field. Introduced by re-

ligionists and given major impetus by the psychiattic profession, tuis

approach has also come to be doubted. Several investigators have

$



questioned whether lay% training or treatment approach can affect the

subsequent adjustment of criminals. Despite ehese attacks (and, they

are becoming more numerous and are being voiced by individuals in high

places), correctional workers, probation officers, parole agents, cor-

tectional Counselors, and correctional officefs,continue to maintain

the belief that something Can be doaf rThis monograph will outline

.

some of tnose efforts, particularly tnose related.to activities that
a'

4

can be classed 'as counseling.

It From a traditional view, the initial approach to a problemmust,

oe In terms of aifinitiont Already )ore ark in trouble,. for'while

.

"toolnseling" may be easily ,described, it is not so easily defineu.

e
,On the one nand, tne activities xhar.might be charaster-

ized as ,po'unseling .blend
.

are called psychotherapy.

psychotherapeutic methods

into more detailed, intensive activities that

OnKheLer hand, the applications of some
.

eich as behavior moiliflcation may be included

within an individual counseling framework.

For the purposes of this discuseion, the following working defi-

nition of counseling is presented:

Planned interaction between the correctional workei and
a client or group ofclients--probationers,,prignqers, or
parofees--with the aim of changing the pattern of the re-
cipients' behavior toward conformity to social expectation:

It-should be noted that this does not clearly separate counseling

activities, from pychotherapy, but we may make the assumption that

.0
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psychotherapy is aimed at the resolution of internal, personal

problems which may-be related to delinquent and criminal beta..i,-,r, and

. .

is carried out by a professionally.trained psychiatrist, psycnologist,

or social worker specifically prepared to engage in this.activity (more

of this later is basic assumptions' are examined)

In addition to providing an overview of what is currently going

on in counseling in the correctional field,'this monograph will pre-
:

sent general guidelineson the various kinds'of approaches'that might

be initiated in correctional settings. The various settings within

which counseling is now-taking place will be examined, and, since the

correctional apparatus has stratified along the lines of governmental

structure, variations related to tnese different levels will be ex-
.

plored.
A

Clients of the correctional system are individuals with unique

needs. Tie some appioaches involve individualized treatment pro-

gram, more and more institutions are becoming unable to provide that

level of counseling. Rather, clients with different characteristics

are being grouped together. Various, counseling practices associated

wigh these subgroups of counselees will be deecribed..

Di;leUity of treatment approaches has already been suggested by

the discussion thus far. The variations and 'similarities among tne

nuderoai approaches will be discussed and new, innovative approaches

identified. Evaluation of Aorrebtional prOgrams is gaining ascendance;
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and counseling efforts, like any other program, should be evaluated

in terms of benefit, value, and impact. Selective research in the

area of counseling will be reviewed, along with suggestions for imL

provement of the evaluative process.

Brief Historical Review

Counseling, as such, does not emerge as an unique and separate

program until the early 1900's; however, it seems likely that some form

of counseling between religious leaders and inmates took place in the

earliest days of the penitentiary system in the United States. .

Present day group counseling and As variations are an outgrowth

of psychotherapeutic efforts developed'by psychologists and psychiatrists.

1eir.

Slayson and Moreno both claia4tedit foirkhe development of group tech-
-11(.

niques--Moreno (L957) in.the area of psyuhodrama and Slayson (1950) in

role-playing behavior with children. Tilerapy became more widely used

following World, War II. Practical needs dictated that some method be

developed to make more efficient use of the available professional tal-

ents. While Slayson and Moreno viewed group work is a therapy of choice,

subsequent applications were based, unfortunately, qn sheer economics.

That is, group treatment approaches were substituted for individual ones

on the basis that in a given hour of a professional's time, eight to ten

more clients could be seep.

8
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Grodp counseling entered the prison systems of the nation some-

time in the early 1940's. In 'California, it 1944, this type ,f approich

was introduced into the Reception Center at San Quentin. Certificated

-

teachers with some training in educational counseling. conducted the

groups.. Sometimes called "social living," the procedures i.p.olved di-
.

dactic lectures AS well as discussions and, emotional interchanges

(Fenton, 1961).

'By the early 1950's counseling actlVities were beginning to ex-
,

pand. One of the'most ambitious programs was initiated by Dr. Noilan

Fenton in California in 1954. It was centered around a strong train-
..

ing program, followed by apprenticeship/supervision...A wide variety

of workers became involved in conducting groups -- vocational instructors,

correctional officers, tradesmen:work foremen, an /clerical workers,

as well as academic teachers. Once developed, ah; counseling pro--
. .%

Aram involved well over 50% of the inmate popullation,by 1961 the

number, participating each week in group counseling in the California

prison system was an.impressive 10,000 inmates and 700 employees(Fdnton,

1961). Despite these counseling efforts, h /ever, only about 8% of

correctional ind penal institutions reporte that group therapy was a

portion of their program, according to a su eYmale by the American

group Psychotherapy Association in 1950 (Sa 1974).

Across ,,the nation, programs began ea develop rapidly. By thk.,
,

early and mid-1960's group counseling, usually.of a Rogerian orienta-

9
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tion, had spread to those correctional systems not earlier involved.

Ik'CSlifornia in 1966, 14,000 to 16,000 offenders were involved in

group counseling (Dunbar, 1966).

Arnold and Stiles (1972) report'that a survey covering this period

showed an increase in the percentage of institutions using group methods

from 35% in 1950, to 50% in 1959, to 70% in 1966; They-caution, however,

'Ainst'overidterpretatioh of these data in that, of the 70% of the in-
.,

ULJAULlogin providing group treatment, one-fifth included fewer than 20%

t the institution's inmates/. By the'earA./%1p7O's some correctional

UpACWO pdVi4 Considerable experience Wk 0 approach to counseling
r.t

came to question itwvalue. In turn, these systems started to explore

Sow ond ditfcrent ways CO , deal with the modification of the attitudes

au4 tee1i.ngscontributing to 'criminal behavior. J
1 .

Settings for Counseling.

MorAt of the literature on the subject of counseling offenders

ded111 W104 counseling, group counseling, and some of the newer ap-

,.-Trodetwa.As they apply in'the prison setting. Good reasons for focusing

on this setting are the concentration of inmates, the ease of mobilizing

proiennionui he and the strong ,feelings of the public that "something

Runt be done." owever, counseling of offenders takes place in other

41114
t

,.ett.nou. FOr those not incarcerated but placed under the supervision

ot A piohation oiticer, individual counseling has been a mainstay since
1

0

jU
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Lion, had spfead to those correctional systems not earlier involved.

Inalifornia in 1966, 14,000 to 16,000 offenders were involved in

group counseling.(Dunbar, 1966).

Arnold and Stiles (1972) report that a survey covering this period

showed an increase in the percentage of institutions using group methods

from 35% in 1950, to 50% in 1959, to 70% in 1966. They caution, however,

against oyerinterpretation of these data in that, of the 70% of the in-

stitutions providing group treatment,nne-fifth included fewer than 20%

the institution's inmate;. By the early'1970's some correctional

systems having considerable experience with this approach to counseling

came to question its value. In turn, these systems started to explore

new '114:1 different ways to doal with the modification of the attitudes

and feelings contributing to criminal behavior.

Settin s for Counsel'

Most or the literature o the subjoit counseling offenders

deals with counseling, group counseling, and stone of the newer ap-
,

proacnes As they apply In the prison setting. Good reasons for fousing

on this setting are the concentration of inmates, the ease of mobilizing

proiessionl Kelp, and the strong feelings of the public that "something

must be done." However, counseling of offenders takes place in other

settings. FOr those not incarcerated but placed under the supervision

of a ;probation officer, individual counseling has been a mainstay since
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the inception of the probationary 6ncept. It is only recently and

rather sporadically that group techniques or other methods have been

introduced into probationary supervision. Some of the more innovaLiye,

approaches will be examined in later sections of this paper. The

activities in the area of parole parallel those in the area of probation,

but, surprisingly, hail" resulted in the selectioll of quite different

techniques.

Local jails probably represent one of the greatest wastelands in

terml of treatment of any kind, especially in regard to counseling.

Many settings within the correctional system wild be appropriate foi

counseling activities. These include diversi4Inary programs, group

homes for juvenile officers, and halfway houses, as well as julvenile

and adult felony institutions.

4 There are also distinct differences between counseling clidhts

at the local, state, and federal levels. Differing statutes and juris-

dictions cause individuals involved in similar kinds of crimes to be

handled by different levels of government, therefore receiving dif-

ferent kinds and quality of treatment.
)L.

Different Clients

The people we designate as offenders. are a very'heterogeheous

group who snow more differences than similarities, and. are uc>in-

.glividualistic in their problems and needs.. Counseling effor s have

J. i
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been distributed alohg a variety of dimensions in an attempt to determine

what kinds of p grails might be most appropriate for different kinds of

individuals. Cou selors have attempted to deal with the pre-delinquent,

the juvenile offender, the young adult offender, and the hardened criminal.

Within these groups are also the subgroups of the alcoholic, the drug

abuser, the sexual, offender, and the emotionally disturbed. Offenders

range from the truant to the murderer, the "peeping Tom" to the rapist;

the kleptomaniac to e bank robber.' In some situations similar approaches

are used with all kind of clients; in other settings, attempts have been

made to use diffetent approaches for different kinds of problems. As can

be seen frocethe wide r ge 'of offenses and the multi-dimensional causal

(actors of crime, we are ling with complex, many-faceted behaviors

within an infinitely diverse c ent population -- obviously, nq single

treatment can be expected to work in all cases.

Different Approaches

Some techniques, such'as certain kinds or types of behavior modifi-

cat can be applied only in individual:one-to-one relationships.

era"'0 er approaches can be either individual or group-oriented and, give

the numbers of people subjected to the correctional.proceie and the

limited iunds and personnel available, the emphasis tends to be paced

rather consistently on group apglicatfons.



Another determination of what techniques will be mostNpropriate

is whether the aim of ,tne program is to modify either the in*errikl

variables-cm-the ooservabIkbehavior of the individual without regaru
t.

to attitudinal shifts. X1644Li4elines will be an exploration of

g

the differences in values of counseliiii-apfzoaches that emphasize tne

study of personal nistorical developments versus "here and now inter-

action. n^"'

-1.

Directive versus client-centered, lay or paraprofessional coun-

seling versus professional counseling, small group versus therapeutic

community are all areas that must be viewed to get a comprehensive

understapeing of the meaning and significance of the counseling pro-

grams tieing attempted throtghout the total correctional spectrum.

Some Basic Assumptions

One of tne most basic assumptions underlying the application of

all counseling efforts is that offenders can and do change in tneir

approacn to life. While this may appear to some to be a self-evident

truth, tne tact is that for many nundreds of years, "criminal types"

ii.re,,i,:aer.tifiec-aud, even as late as the early 190P's, drastic labels

4Aremployed tnat implied constitutional defects that predispasea an

individual ,to crime to sucn an extent that any change in adjustment

impossible. Views still persist on the part of some correctional workers

tnat some individuals are "inherently bad," and we see the same attitude

13
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on the part of psychiatric staff when they use the term "psychopathic

personality"--a label that has been erased from the nomenclature for

25 years. It was not too long ago that the definition in the diagnos-

tic nomenclature classifying this group inotuded the idea that if the

individual responded to treatment,s/he clould,not oe a true psychopath

(logic remarkably similar to tne "dunking,Tell" for w cnes in -rly

American times).

At any rate, the treatment model of corrections practice now

embraces the concept tnat most, if not all, inmates can respond to

4 some sort of tnerapeutic or counseling intervention d that these

learning experiencee,can be accompanied by concomit rages in

oenavior. Counseling, in its formative stages, developed om a

psychotnerapeutic base and therefore places considerable emphasis

on "understanding" and "insignto as underlAing prerequisites for
r=

overt changes in behavior. Melitta Schneid*bers describes this very

well'in her recent book (1974):

There can be.no cure without understanding. Psycho-
tnerapy must always be combined with other types of
nelp and can only be effective against the background
of social and legal justice (p. 137).

Freud's "talking cure," supplemented by Rogerian theories of

n.adilective counseling helped shape the methodology in corrections.

The idea was tnat talking through prbblems deeply buried within the

unconscious could bring tnem to consciousness and full understanding,

taus lessenlhg tneir crippling influence and freeing the individual



to function more appropriately, The belief that reducing interpsycnic

tension could bring relief from symptoms, although somewhat ragical in

nature, was neld by many. This procedure, when achieved under tner..-

peutic conditions, is labeled "insignt.u. Other classic concepts.of

counseling - ioentification, defense mechanisms, id, ego, superego,

libidonal energy, drive, and other Freudian and neo4Teudian concepts -

all relate internal dynamic structures to criminal behavior and incor-

porate tnese into the counseling model.

The transition from therapy to counseling was an attempt to

introduce to tne client the opportunity for examination of a variety

-of alternatives to a problem solution. As anyone who has worked witn

law violators will quickly recognize, many of theqe individuals are

quite limited in tneir ability to adapt to different roles in life.

As a result, it is difficult for them0to see the world from tne otner

fellow's point of view. ,Adjustment difficulties, then, often appear

to be tne result of an indivlaualts trying to-adapt a single solution

to a broad set of personal, 'soeial and emotional problems. This,

er-

quite naturally, brings us to a discussion of the idea toat counseling

mignt oe able to assist in tne battle against crime througn tne rena-

bilitation of offenders.' Many would argue that, most offenders are

not mentally ill, but are in need of basic counseling and positive

s,cial mouels.

M



Once the idea that offenders were some sort of "incurable monsters"

was overcome, the next logical trap into which most people fell was that

such individuals were "sick." They were characterized as maladjusted,-

anti-social, and mentally ill. All these terms are simply psythiatric

euphemisms for "bad." However, there wa.sa strong belief that somehow

people could be "corrected" by becoming "adjusted," and subsequently

reentering the mainstream of society in a positive manner.

Such an approach fitted neasly with the psycnotherapeutic

ties of the time tnat directed considerable efforts toward exploring

the developmental history underlying the "complexes" that caused the

problems being observed-. Later, disillusionment with this medical

model started to develop on at least two observable bases. The first

of these was that a number of people seemed to develop and understand

their problems without any cnange in behavior. The second was that

even tnougn some people developed this understanding an improved tneir

behaviors while under direct superviWni_they reverted_to uplawful

oenavior when ine supervision ceased.

The majOr problem nere involves a basic assumption that has never

been fully ,examined with any scientific rigor: In the first place,

little or no solid evidence exists to support the notion that most

violators are seriously emotionally disturbed, or emotionally, disturbed,

at ail. If we assume tnat a disturbed person is one who would require

the-services of a profesional mental healthworker in the community, then'

av
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we would find only a very few would not qualify. Most surveys being it

.search of personality maladjustment and therefore tend to find it.

A recent survey of 'the extent of serious emotional problems among in-

mate prison populations_during various periods of times suggested that

the key factor was the number of psychiathsts available to make sucn

4 d'

voagnoses

rather than the maladjustment of the individual 'inmates in-

lved (see Brodsky, 1973, pp. 61-67, for further discussion of the

medical

Tne second pact of this contested basic assumption has to do with

wnether violations of the law are actually expressions of emotional mal-

adjustment. It seems-quite likely and altogether possible for illegal

behavior to occur as a fairly reasonable solution to situational

stresses of various kinds. For the purpose of tnis paper,. this ques-

tion will remain. essentially unanswered, but keeping it in mind will

remind the readers tnat no matter how effective a psychotherpay or
-

-'116 l'iuicounseling program tight be t will be ne p far only a THF,ffil-b._

ai tne group for wnicn it nas been designed.

Summary

Counseling in corrections has developed from an essentially punitive

orientation to a belief tnat offenders can learn new behaviors through

supportive and positive kinds of activities. Becausilhe'individuals in

,tne correctional system vary from predelinquents to hardened criminals,

1 7
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a wide variety of techniques and approaches is necessary for dealing

with their problems and concerns. Counselors in this field believe

strongly that offenders are not inherently likad or sick but in most

cases are responding to internal and situational stresses with inap-

propriate behaviors, and that they can and do change with professional

neip.

,
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Within this chapter attempts are made to examine in some detail
various approaches to counseling offenders, along with a brief

_exposition.of their different theoretical orientations, and of

their implementatiod witnin the correctional setting.

Chapter TI

Approaches to Counseling in the Correttional"Setting

Individual Counseling.

The effectivedess of individual counseling in changing behavior or

in reducing delinquent behaviors has never been adequately researcned.

One of the major disadvantages of individual counseling is the tremen-

dous cost, and thus inefficient utilization, of staff time, the sim-

pie economic efficiency of group approaches probably accounts for their
,.. i ,.

1 rapid acceleration and spread across ti.4 nation. 15espite whatever limit'-
)

!

4

I ations may be identified, however, individual counseling remains a

1

mainstay of such of the work witnin correctional systems. Consid , for

I

. ,

\

example, the probationary system. To the extent that probation relies

!

upon some sort of interpersonal relationship to change behavior, indivi-

\dual counseling is far and away the most common technique employedgroup
'\.,

)

pilt,Cedures have been used' in this field only sporadi6ally.

\
,

.

chile documentation is not readily available, it can be assumed
a ,

tnat the, earliest efforts in the area Of individual counseling tended

to be autnciritarian, probably mixed with religious exnortations, and
\\

changed latersto more inspirational, cajoling kinds of efforts; aid



more recent years moving to discussions of alternative modes of responding
,

to problems and attempting to relate'to offendeis in an empathetic, accept-
,

ing manner.

Group Counseling

The Movement from individual counseling to group counseling was

probably predicated more on economid conditions. rather than on any

theoretical rationale, but certainly theoretical trappings have ac-

'companied the use of group counseling. Roberta (1972) noted that in-
.:

ismuch as many theories about delinquent behavior involve the concept

of peer pressure, group counseling aimed toward developing positive

peer pressure can be tneoretidally supported.

Much has already been said or written about the economic advan-

tages of group counseling. Too often correctional administrators view-

with joy the possibility, of treating large numbers of individuals at

little cost, without realizing that group counseling is a different

kind of treatment approach. The contributions af,Slayson and Moreno
at

Were mentioned earlier.. Another main influence was the National

Training Laboratory's

work sas also come to

is a main component of

curriculi.

"sensitivity training" program. Social group

be an accepted activity within social work, and .

graduate training in social work and psychology

-16-
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Group counseling cannoi be defended only on the basis of its

economic advantages, and is often doomed to failurif undertaken

solely for economic reasons., Correctional settings with open doru-

.4
itory living quarters adapt themselves wellvro groups. Many of the

.

activities in t-hese settings involve groups, whether structured by

staff or spontaneously formed by the residents. When group counseling

opportunities are.not structured around resident needs and treatment

goals within an institution, inmate -cliques can become very v;itwerful,
.

and 'the groupings are often less healthy for individual growth and

effective operation of theftorrecti6nal facility. Groupings, when

left to offenders, are 'often established along religious lines, home

town associations ("nomies"), offense partners Orappies45, racial
. -

lines, andtor sexual habits ("fags") . These groupings Can result in

intragroup miOderstandings, unnecessary- ension among residents,

and breakdown of interaction with staff.

The advantages of group over individualvcounseling are often de-

bated:and many of the issues become clouded in a penal institution.

Within this setting, the unique characteristics possessed by the mem-

bers of the group make group counseling a radically different treatment

modality from individual counseling. Several major factors can be

identified as being responsible for this differnece,

First of all, the "inmate code" in youth,and young adult institu-

' * tions, and the'"way of the con" in adult facilitiesdo not allow nor



free expression with staff because it can so easily be construed as

"snitching" and create problems for the inmates: As a result, residents

are quite reluctant to express themselves openly in group counseling

situations. This behavior, coupled with a great reluctance to show

feelings, makes group counseling in correctional institutions excessive-

ly difficult.

Offenders also want to appear "tough" to others, thereby reducing

their vulnerability to peer pressure in thefinstitutional compound.

Often residents will interpret a display of feelings as wet4e s and

will therefore guard carefully against any public show of emotion.

Anyone who has ever been a correctional group counselor can easily

ettest to this reluctancy. An example of this occurred at the Federal

Correctional Institution at Milan. While the leader was in the process

of structuring a communications skills group, an inmate announced that
1

he wanted to learn to communicate without involving his feelings, and

o

if emotions were to be included, he would no longer participate in the

group.

Another difficulty in conducting meaningful groups in correctional

facilities is that they may be perceived as threatening by the inmates.

Many mile offenders did not have an adequate male Model early in life,

and it is probable that the lack of a father may create a basic insecurity

regarding their own masculinity. Therefore, any threat to a resident's

"manhood," such as a public display of feelings, or even joining a group,

-18- f
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is to be shunnea.

Manipulations and games are a given in the correctional getting.

One common manipulation is the contention that a resident does not want

anyone knowing about his or her business, and therefore he or she will

talk about everything and say absolutely nothihg. The ploy, as in most

group situations, is to keep the conversation away from self and onto

others or, preferably, general topics. any qualified therapists have

led discussion groups in prison settings without ever having any parti-

cipant touch Oct the "self" or " ."

With all of these built-i barriers to group counseling in cor-

rections, it becomes apparent that counselori must possess great dedi-

cation to run meaningful groups. The.mistrust does not extend solely

from inmates toward staff; staff members frequently develop stereotypes

,/
and mistrust the residents. In order to transcend this mutual negative

feeling, an open-honest approach is needed by both parties. Development

of openness takes time, patience, a sound understanding of the goals of

the group, and the means for achieving these goals. Manipulations and

gasles must be recognized and brought up for consideration, and this

takes experience not only in counseling techniques but also in working

with offenders and dealing with distil on a human level.

Several aspects of the group situation can be singled out as being

Important to and advantageous in the rehabilitation process. First,

the group can be perceived as being
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very ulmilar tb the family. Playing the various roles withinhe group

that are oo utten observed in family situations, giuch as expressing ptbling rivalry

or vying for the attention of the parent, can hopefully aid in developing

uhderotanding of uncio place among,others. This idea of family simula-
.

tion can ife car lad too far, but often can serve as a conceptually sound

way o,f erpreoping dynemico withine.group.

Second, group problem solving has been shown, as documented in

many vociology and uocial goychelogy texts, to have definite advantages

over individual volution°. The idea is that a wider variety of problem

uolutiona,can be elicited by drawinglOon the experience of several

people with varLring background°. Thus, ono individual's problem may

have alread Oeenvolved by another, and the solutinn can be offered

and applied. This notion of the generalizability of problem situations

and their concomitant volutions is crucial in the correctional milieu

where no often the "inmate code" is to "do your own time." Such an

;attitude moult° in Eniol alienation with the accompanying feelings

of divtruat of °chart), auupiclon, and possible loss of contact Mith
0

reality. Having peeve pope the solution is an added advantage and

often carrier; more weight, especially among socially alienated groups,

than if the counselor (who in perceived as alien)were to suggest it.

This lead° to the third advantage of,group counaeling, which has

to do with identification and modeling. Bandura (1969) Duspota con-

A
ditiorps under which modeling can occur moat, readily, one of which io
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very similar to the family. Playing the various roles within the group

Si

that are so often observed in family situations, ouch as expressing sibling rivalry

or vying for the ehtention of the parent, can hopefully aid in developing

uhderstending of One's place among others. This idea of family simula-

tion can be carried too far, but often can serve as a conceptually sound

way of expressing dynamics within a group.

Second, group problem solving has'been shown, as documented in

many sociology and social psychology texts, to have definite advantages

over individual solutions. The idea is that a wider variety of problem

solutions can be elicited by drawing upon the experience of several

people with varying backgroUnds. Thus, one individual's problem may

have already been solved by another, and the solution can be offered

andsapplied. This notion of the generalizability of problem situations

e.

and their concomitant solutions is crucial in the correctional milieu

where so often the "inmate code" is to "do your own time." Such an

attitude results in social alienation with the accompanying'feelings

of distrust of others, suspicion, and possible loss of contact with

reality. Having peers. rpose the solution is an added adVantage and

often carries more weht, especially among socially alienated groups,

than if the counselor (who is perceived as alien)smere to suggest it.

This leads to the third advantage of group counseling, which has

to do with identification and modeling, Bandura (1969) suggests con-,

ditions-under which modeling can occur most readily, one of which is

'44
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that a persori can more readily Vdel (that is, identify with) behaviors

of individuals with attitudes, mores, background, and situate -ns similar

to his own. The third concept, therefore, will be more pronounced in

correctional settings than in the mental health field. Inmates, parolees,

or probationers, because of their distaste for "The.Man" or because of

.same sort of "code," h'ave a Strong distrust for .any advice or ideas pre-
.

sensed by staff members. Thus, the group offers individuals the oppor-

tunity to learn from people they trust, and it would seem that this trust

is based, in part, upon commonality of experience. Almost every correct-

ional worker at some time has been rebuffed by a retort such as, "How in

the hell would you know what I am talking about--you ve never pulled any

time."

One of the features that has characterized most applications of

group counseling in the correctional field is the broad array of staff

people involved. Whereas psychotherapy requires a psychologist or

psychiatrist or a highly trained social worker, it is felt that group

counseling sessions can be conducted by almost any staff person with a

minimum amount of training. Thus, shop foremen, secretaries, and cor,

rectional officers, as well as the usual treatment staff, are often in-
,

volved in and carry on the group counseling program. The Federal Bureau

of.Prisons has developed a new promotional direction for correctional

.17ariCers that offers a counseling career for; those so suited and motivated.
. .

. .

Traditionally this op ortunity did not exist, and an o /ficeT would adVapci
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of this label, and thus' tends to behave in terms of what people believe

.

1

up the custodial hierarchy, seldoa having the opArtunity for counseling

relationships with offenders. Correctional counselors have provided

valuable liaison functiofis, through counseling activities, between staff

and offenders. These counselors may be trained by the local institutions

:or ihi Bureau of*Prisons in individual' and group methods as designed by'

Carkhuff. This method of counseling All be described later (Truax, et

al., 1966;; Carkhuff and Truax, 1965).

Graduate students are also commo y employed as interns in

the correctional facility. These peop $Ie, along with the trained correct-

.'

ional professional and paraprofessional counselors, usually provide a well,'

'rounded coqnseling program in some of the more progressive state and cede-

ral facilities.

Within sociology, one of the major theories of delinquency concerns

differential association (Cressey, 1955). This means that some people

are forced to spend a great deal of time with undesirable compahions,

.thereby becoming warpt0 in their thinking and ending up in difficulty.

Group counseling,group interaction, and other kinds of group activities

can provide a corrective, pqsitive experience that might help to offset

the earlier delinquent association.

.Andther_c2ncept is "labeling," the process wherein an individual

involved in borne sort of delinquent behavior becomes characterized in

the eyes of others as "delinquent," is reacted to by others on the basis

1*

-
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about him or her. Group counseling oirother counseling concepts can

do little to mitigate this powerful force, although understacling the

dynamics on nenavior of sucn Otasicte influences might enable cine-to

maneuver more adroitly his or ner attempts at personal adjustTent.

Except in tnese approaches tnat require specific structuie, pri-

sobers are often left to decide for themselves how groups will be con-

ducted. As will be seen later, tnis causes certain complications wnen

it comes-to evaluation. Some group leaders set up a small democratic

community, encouraging ORe group to select a chairman, vote onktopic

and delegate duties. Oilers systematically rotate responsibilities

topics to be discussed at tne next session. Still others opeOte a

totally laissez-faire situation that goes beyond even the nonP-directive

approacn envisioned by Carl Rogers. 1

1

In a detailed study of a large number of groups in one lifornia
.

institution (Kassebaum, Ward and Wilner, 1963), it was faun that four

types of leadership seemeukto emerge. Tne first was inhibiting, witn the

leader directing cne discussion, laying out certain topics, keeping the

-group on target. The second was stimulating, with the,leader spending

a great deal of time reflecting feelings, encouraging b-441,11 and open

participation. Tne tnird type of leader tended either to deflect the

gist of any discussion or to direct it into non-threatening channels.

The fourth type was the authoritarian who favored action'. If certain

ri

problem were,orougnt up tor group aiscussion, sine accepted tne respon-

2i
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sibility for trying to dO something about the situation. It can be seen

from-this array that in studying "group counseling" one most ht.very

careful to define carefully what is...meant...by that label, Hanging a

"Group Counseling Session" sign outside the door of the room where ses-

sions are being held can signify a wide variety of activities.

A number of structured group approaches has emerged in the cor-

rectional arena due in part to tae nature of the clientele and setting.

From experience, one readily learns Laic two types of offenders invar-

iably emerge as leaders in groups: the "manipulators" and the "con-

trollers." In groups with older offenders, manipulation of the leader

for desired ends is common, while with the younger residents overt

control--at times.physical--is often attempted. A-group counselor

shoullO'structure his group-tcarefully and have its goals clearly in

mind. This may be dove within the group using a consensus approach,

dor
or may be planned prior to initiating the group. The traditional

*L.

Rogerian approach may not lend itself to tnis type of structuring,

and therefore new approaches may be needed. Appropriate choices will

depend on the wisdom of experienced and well-trained group leaders.

At the Milan Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) at Milan,

-Macnigan, case management personnel (social workers), and mental health

Moo 11.W

staff (psycnologists) have developed a number of methods of training

staff in these structuring skills. One such method is Group Leadership

Training as developed by Bertcher at The University of Micnigan School

row
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of Social Work. This training is offered jointly to staff aria inmates

and is aimed at developing specific skills which incorporate a number

of counseling theories by means of thirteen structured two-hour sessions.

From these sessions of readings, films, and exercAses, the members

actually initiate their own groups, building in the necessary structure

to realize a successful experience.

At ?Allan ECI, grou6exercises as developed by NIL, Pfeliffer and

Jones, Schutz and otners have been .invaluable for developi a meaning-

ful group7experience for those involved.

Another method of structuring groups that reduces the possible

negative effects of offenders being left to'their own controlling de-

vices is to specify the treatment or counseling target foJ the group.

From this functional model, such focused efforts as drug groups, vq-

Cational counseling groups, alconolics groups, communication skills

groups, marriage counseling groups, and parent-child communication

groups emerge. These categories assemble offenders with common func-,

tional problems, and in effect nelp to create a natural cohesion within

the group. To further enhance this effect,bringingln ex-drug addicts,

ex-alcoholics, and ex-offenders to become part of the group often

serves a,useful purpose. Resident co-leaders also can have meaning-

ful input into these groups,

Despite all of the ways there are of structuring a grou

counselor in corrections may frequently have to settle for what tne

2
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inmates call a "rap" session. Here the main positive interaction is

simply getting together once a week for conversation.whica many offenders

find more desirable than doing their institutional work assignment. At

its simplist level, it is better than_leaving tne "residents to group

themselves.

Client-Centered Counseling

One of the most powerful influences in counseling was the emergence

is the '40's and '50's of Rogers' (1942) client-centered or non-directive'

counseling. Basic to this thec )? is the belief that counseling techniques

could be learned in a reasonably short period of time, and 'that clients

could gain insight into their own emotional hangups by Listening to ap-

propriate reflections of their feelings. While tne approach was developed

for college counseling and for dealing with mental health problems, it

quickly was, adopted for use in correctional settings. Because of the

ease of application, the congruence of its prinicples with those of common

sense, and the occasional seemingly miraculous change in the outlook of a

client, tne non-directive approach rapidly became the model for much of

correctional counseling and was used with both individuals and groups in

a variety of settings, including probation, incarceration, and parole. -,

To the students of Rogers, the idea of unconditional positive regard

is almost a byword. Truax and Carknuff (1965, 1967),seientifically ex-

plored tte effects of non - directive counseling relative to subsequent
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emotional change developed tnrough training programs, understanding, and

action. They found that empathy, respect, and concern are necessary con-

ditions for the development of understanding, out of which can tnen come

some kind of di ected action based on that understanding. In addition,

naving iso -ted a half dozen or so essential elements that must be present

in a co seling interaction to insure positive outcome, Carkhuff (1968)

has ,d eloped an extensive system for training pe =onne

rofessions, and this system is extensively used in the Federal Bureau

ELS

of Prisons and in state facilities.

Transactional An
-n ../

Of more reient origin, Tranwtional Analysis (TA) has come to

-------- .
....

assume a major role 1.9..gottnseling within the correctional. setting.

Transactional Analysis, developed by Eric Berne, in 1961 (modified by

TOM Harris in 1969), has been acknowledged as an effective tool in

correctional tnerapy by Frank Ernst (1962). After an initial period

of high activity in California, Transactional Analysis tapered off.

In recent years, however, it has enjoyed a resurgence, particularly

in the federal system, in the form of peer counseling, which will be

discussed in greater detail later.

At first glance, Transactional Analysis gives the appearance of

being a popularized version of Freudian psychoanalysis. The parent,

adult, and child seem to parallel the superego, Ilet, and id. it is

31
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only after considerable training and experience in working with the

process tnat it becomes clear that Berne and darris are talking about

ego states that are readily accessible to conscious control, not uncon-

isakous constructs. Again, the technique was designed for psychothera-

peutic interventions on a broader scale and was subsequently incorporated

into treatment approaches in tne correctional field. Its advantage, and

one that pkrallels thl Rogerian approach, was the relative ease with

which lay people could be trained in the new technique. The theory was

weil.structured, relatively easy to understand, and not that difficult

to apply. The theoretical approach gave clients a real opportunity to

develop a vocabulary useful in describing theAprogesses that they ex-

perienced, sensations that are often difficult to put into words.

While Rogerian approaches take into consideration the relationship

of tne individual to those around nim, the empnaiis is largely upon the

difficulties centering witnin the person. In contrast, Transactional

0 Analysis, wnile legitimately applied to individual counseling, places

heavy emphasis upon interactions among various individuals. Thus it,

too, has quickly translated itself into a group approach.

Wics (1974) comments that using TA with offenders has much to con-

tribute to treatment on several different fronts. TA explores the games

that both offenders and staff play to hinder rehabilitation. One game

Gr ?der (1841) points out is "KUID" ("Keep it up, doc"), where the tnera-

pilst surrounds Himself with patients who can be counted on to support
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him, even when he is ineffectual.

TA has adapted itself well to the correctional setting L.; pointing

out this and other games that are played by staff and residents, tna

interfere with meaningful change. "Games" permeate many staff esident

interactions, and are often used as a ploy by both to keep distance

from-we another: The idea is that neither inmates nor staff are sin-

cere in'their relationship--the staff wants to look "good," to feel

helpful, and to gain advancement; and the offender only plays the game

to gain earlier release -- leaving avoidance of each other as the simplest

solution. Rather than becoming "game -wise" through these interactions,

the residents and staff become "game-shy" and never transcend this level

of interaction. TA contributes oy supplying a common language, under-

standable to both, to aid in the transcending of these games through in-,.

sight couched within the terminology.;of the methodology. Once the language -

is mastered, understanding replaces fear and,aloidance on both frame.

Reality Thema

Reality Therapy (Glasser, 1965) does not distinguish between indivi-a

dual or group approaches. The emphasis in Glasser's model is to avoid

elaborate discussions on the causes of behavior and center instead upon

the behavior itself. Glahmer recommends the use of Reality Therapy in

the treatment of juvenile delinquents, and used it succefully in
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treating delinquent girls at Ventura Scnool for Girls in California.

.
:

It is nis cofntention that the more psychoanalytitally orientedthertpies

tend to provide offenders, particularly youthful offe $ -

cusesn for their misdeeds. According to hip, is important that every

individual face squarely his failures in 1 e, gracefully accept the
...

punishment due, and attempt to start of in more redponsible and con-

structive directions. Helping patients fulfill what Glasser identifies

as two basic needs - tae need to love and to be loved, and theneed to

feel that one is worthwhile to nimself and others - is the basis of

Reality Therapy. In order to fulfill these needs, the therapist becomes

actively emotionally involved witn the client, rejecting his or her un-

realistic, irresponsible behavior, and at the same time teaching the

client better ways to meet these needs' within tne confines of reality.

In the case of psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy and in

Rogerian counseling, the counselor assumes a quiescent role, allowing

tne client to project upon the therapist the distortions associated

with parental or other early authority figures. In contrast, ltealiEy.

Therapy suggests that the counselor share frankly with the client his

.,/

or her e'eriences in life, pointing out the values of particular

ach ements and techniques of adaption. The therapy gained rapid

44mentum because it matched so well with "common sense," and probably

/because it also fulfills to some extent, the need for expressing the 0

punitive feelings of society.
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Reality Therepy has enjoyed a good deal of activity in group

application. Used in juvenile halls and reformatories, it can become

warped to become a justification for a rather punitive, heavily diS

ciplined approach to maintaining a quasi-military condition. When ap-

proprialeely-40plied.., however, this method can serve as a valuable.tooll°

for encouraging responsibility on the part of offenders.

Gestalt Therapy

Gestalt therapy (FritzPerls, 1951) is fairly new en the scene,

and its applicatioa is somewhat limited. Part of the reason that Gestalt

titerapY has not spread more extensively in the correctional setting is

because of its abstract theoretical foundation and the difficulty in

training counselors in its use. The basic assumption is th#t human beings

are not mind and body, but rather a single entity, and thus we must "tune

in" and integrate our totality. The techniques for achieving self-

understanding through this process vary greatly, but include such tnings

as sensory awareness exercises. (subjective repotting of sensations while

one takes the form of inanimate objects) and highly emotional encounter

sessions.

Gestalt therapy techniques require a strong background in psj,cno-

dynamics, and a willingness on the part of the therapist for total in-

volvement with the group. This modality lends itself very well to of-

fenders due to its focus on tne "here and now," often expressed oy
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offenders and its existential underpinnings fit well with the pes-

simism and the feeling that life has no meaning. Gestalt allows persOns

to experimentally "own" their projections, a helpful device for shifting

individual's perceived locus of control from external to internal.

appiioac; like Reality Tderapy, encourages responsibility for one's

own feelings, behaviors, and their consequences. The often used ration-

alization of °fenders that society is out to get them can often change

to a since e awareness of their, own responsibility in their dilemma.

Again, it must oe mentioned that Gestalt, as well as other em t nally

laden approaches, is quite difficult to use successfully due the

reality of tne prison experience. Whereas in free society persons in

therapy groups return to their homes and families and get away from

other group members, in 'correttional settings group members often live

together in a cell or dormitory. Therefore, caution should always be

taken that closure is reached within the group and that unfinished bus-

iness is not carried out into the general prison setting.

Behavior Modification

One of the newer techniques in the area of counseling is behavioral

modification. Hosford and Moss (1973) state the theory.quite succinctly:

. . (the behavioral) view . . is that-anti-social (i.e.,
criminal) behaviors are learned in the same way socially ac-
ceptable behaviors are . . . This conceptualization . . . .

has several implications . . . It implies that behaviors . . .

are acquired through experience . . . and as such can oe al-
tered by cnanging the contingencies which maintain and control
that behavior (p. 91).
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Unfortunately, some people'think of the application of electro-

shocks whenever behavior modification is mentioned. Others vita a

broader perspective think of positive reinforcement in terms of token,

payments, or gold stars. As far pack as the time when convicts were

tianiporte4.63 'tne early 1800's, Maconochie established

the basic ingredients for what is now characterized as a token or point.

economy. Maconochie's approach involved the following steps:- 1) earned

marks could be exchange extra food and luxurie, or to "purchase

one's way out of prison prisoners had to earn everything but the

barest necessities; and 3) set tasks were not linked with time (Barry,

1965).

While, indeed, such techniques do fit under the heading of behavior,

modification, there is a whole array of techniques that are regularly

applied in counseling or psychotherapeutic activities that are only tan-

gentially recognized, if at all, as behavior modification. For example,

there is the Greenspoon Effect, wnerein nonverbal or minimally verbal

reinforcers are applied to desired behavior. Suppose, for example, that

one wishes to assist the client in reducing his or her use of obscenities.

In individual sessions, whenever a string of epithets seems about to be

emitted, the counselor, by turning slightly in the chair in such a way as

almost to turn his back on the client, would apply negative reinforcement.

In contrast, while normal and constructive conversation is being carried

out, the counselor would be in a posture evidencing excited interest.

3



Careful rearding of such procedures-almost universally demonstrates

that the undesired behavior will decrease and desired behavior will

increase.

Another aspect of behavior.modificAtion is systematic desensiti-

zation. Wolpe (1969) based his-work upohthe peycholOgital learning

principle of reciprocal inhibition,a state of affairs where incompa-

tible activities cannot be carried out simultaneously. The nrocedOre

helps the individual reduce the tensions involved in threatening sit-,

uations.by making him or her reenact them in fantasy. For example,

an individual might become quite emotionally tense and incapacitated

when approaching an employer about a job. A series of situations

surrounding job application would be discussed with the individual,

the various scenes would be arranged in a hierarchy from the least

threatening to the most. With special training, the individual is

taught how to reach a fairly complete state of emotional relaxation,

at which time the least threatening situation is introduced in fan-

tasy. The fantasy reenactment is repeated until all tension is dis-

sipated; then, the next most threatening situation is introduced.

This procedure is narried out over time until the most threatening.

is reenacted in fantasy until it no longer carries an emotional

threat. A parallel has been shown to exist between the loss of

tension in the fantasy situation and the ability to'handle that

!same situation in real life.
Nr



Operant conditioning procedures have been used to reinforce'cer-"

tain behaviors and to extingUish others within institutional ,?ttings.

Many target behaviors can be identified for the purpose off, reward, such.

as school attendance; being on time, creative endeavors, program parti-

:

cipation, sociability, obedience, even attendance at the counseling

sessions. On the other hand, refusal to participate in programs, fight-

ing, or other anti-social activities can be punished. The rewards in-

clude remission in sentence, early parole, determination of parole in

p

an indeterminate sentence, furloughs, town trips, promotions, wage in-

creases, tokens, and many other reinforcers that can be powerful moti-

vators within a'conDined.setting. Similarly, the punishment can be a

loss, denial, demotion, forfeiture, or segregation. Quite obviously,

if these rewards and punishments are used appropriately, correctional

workers can influence greatly the inmates' behavior. However, these

techniques, when arbitrarily used, become coercion and bribery, and

are only partially successful in inmate control. One has to spend

only a short time in one of our prisons to realize how readily the

system of control adapts'to the language used by the behaviorists,

and the techniques are by no means new. What is novel is theicsys-
.

tematic application tied to evaluative research and carried out by

qualified professional workers.

The application of behavior modification in group settings pro-

bably goes beyond the usual definition of group counseling. Almost

3 9
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Operant conditioning procedurea have been used .to reinforce cer-

tain.behaViors and to extinguish others within institutional -9ttings.

Many target behaviors can be identified for the purpose of reward, such

.t6

as school attendance, being on time,. creative endeavors, programparti-
;

cipation, sociability, obedience, even attendance at the counseling

sessions. On the other hand, refusal to participate in programs, fight-

ing, on other anti-social activities can be punished. The rewards in-
:

clude remission in sentence, early parole, determination of parole in

an indeterminate sentence, Eurloughg, town trips, promotions, wage in-

creases, tokens, and many other reinforcers that can be powerful moti-

vators within a confined setting. Similarly, the punishment can be a

loss, denial, demotion, forfeiture, or segregation. Quite obviously,

if these rewards and punishments are used appropriately, correctional

`workers can influence greatly the inmates' behavior. HoweNter, these

techniques, when aroitrarily used, become coercion and bribery, and

are only partially successful in inoiatacontrol. One has, to spend

only i short time in one of our prisons to realize how readily the

system of control adapts to the language,used by the behaviorists,

.and the techniques are by no means new. What is novel is their sys-

tematic application tied to evaluative research and carried out by

qualified professional workers.

The application of behavior modification in group setting pro-

bably goes beyond the usual deffnikinn of:group counseling. Almost/
L
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everyone is aware'of token economies to encourage training, academic

achievement, conforming behavior, and changes in attitude. While the

opponents of such programs characterize these activities as "bribery"

v t
or "bmint.,ashing? similar ,types44 'programs .have,b6ett-ert'ployed-

throughout correctional history with incarceration itself being an

important ingredient.

Token or point economies present unique problems to the correctional

setting that make these techniques difficult to initiate and follow

through. A recent public outcry degrades "behavior modification" as an

inhumane system of techniques designed to reduce human existence to the

mechanistic. Behavior modification is more of a danger to the offender

in the correctional system than to the citizen of a free society. We are

all motivated by rewards and punishments. When applied to individuals

who are confined in a limited space and highly motivated to leave that

space, use of this group of techniques must be done carefully, within

the .confines of humanism, and in a spirit of benefitting rather than

merely controling offenders.

This does not,call"for the abandonment of effective behavioral

techniqueis in these settings, but for the education of those using these

approaches. By merely stating to offenders, If you do this, then I

will give you that," the correctional worker can not only effectively

control inoyeAs but can also shape desirable behaviors that lead to

adjustment. Behavioral contract writing with offenders and

40
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the use of a goal sneet in inmate classification can do'much to clarify

expectancies so that tne result of confinement can be accomp....:shment-

This is preferable to a vague sense of "What do I nave to do?" by resi-

dents and staff. The goals are clearly defined and tne accomplisnments

are easy to see,

We believe it is possible to treat tne offenders humanely, wnile

segregating tnez from society, and still Ave a deterrent function;

and we furtner maintain tnat an educated, well-meaning behavioral ap-

proacn can be a valuable tool in realizing tnis balance. We must ap-

proach the techniques rationally and answer tnose we serveboth offenders

and public--regarding rationale and methodology.
. ,

Family Counseling

This approacn views the individual offender as part of a social

network in which the flmily plays a leading role, and wnicn facilitates

i . .

nis °Cher adjustment nd mataBjustment. Those working in a,correctional

II
setting can often witness the tremendous strain that an individual under-

goes as s/ne moves bakk into tne intimate relationships of the family.

i

Tne counseling progr*m attempts, to involve not.only the spouse of tne
I.

incarcerated individua.1 but tne children as well, since they all play a

part in tne acceptance of tne Offender and probably will influence his

sunsequent adjustment to a significant degree.

4.1
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Dramati illustritions of the effect that, unseleing can

have on some affects of the problem have ccurr in the California

family visit program. Families, inCludi childfen, are permitted to

visit and live with the offender in small apartment for a perio4of

three days and two nights. wife reported that he husband could

not remain in bed on th- irst night, but paced the floor, and she con-

cluded that ne was eeling totally alien in the new environment. She

noted that tnit behavior was remarkably similar to his behavior the

first night at home following an earlier release from prison to parole.

Bringiaithis to nis attention and discussing it to some extent ped

4Wsz,f.
develop,OAsiderable understanding between the husband and f .

Earlieg the wife had erroneously assumed that her hu and's strange

behavior indicated a lack of affection for hers/ Because of .tbi-trisTi::

perception about the motivation for his behavior, she reacted negatively,

wnichled the husband to feel more and more alienated and'rejected, and

subsequently lead to his parole violation. It is just such problems

that can be worked through in family counseling to help stave off the

future. development of behavior problems.

Family counseling Very'likely will represent one of the-more

rapidly developing areas of counseling in the corrytional setting as

the emphasis on community-based programs gains full momentum. 'this'is

-----
not a new program. but rather one that has suffered setbacks in its

development, largely because institutions are usually remote from popula-
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tion centers, making interaction between the inmate and;his ur her family
1

extremely difficult.
-

Atx.he Xilan Federal Correctional Institution, a Family URI., dXiStS ,

enat accepts only married offenders. The unit programs evolve around

structured groups designed for parent training, marital counseling, and

communications skills training. Where possible, efforts are made to keep

the family intact and,to involve the wife and cnildren. The idea of a

man's returnin his family after' incarceration is stibNly supported

tnroughout tne entire federal prison syptem. Researcn has snown4 tnat

"blood i9 tnicker than water," ar least for parolees. Residents are

therefore counseled to reestablisn family ties upon release1 location

of release is.usualky an individual's hometown. -7

In 1961, to reduce the alienating effect of returni4g,from prison

. --
to tne community and family, the Federal Bureau of Prisons.....sactblisned

a network of Community Program Centers (CPC). These nalfway-nouse CPC's

provide counseling, job placement, and live-in support for offenders who

previously would have been thrust after partial to total institutionali-

zation into an alien situation. These centers are often contract facili-
.

ties operated by state, local and private establishments as well by tne

federal government. It also must be mentioned that a significantper-

centage of adult offenders'have no family ties, often an indication treat

most program efforts are doomed to failure.
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Large Group Interaction (Community Living Group.<

Two specific modalities are being applied now in the correctional

setting to make better use of both professional and paraprofessional .

staff; one is tnerapeutic community (TC), and tne otner is guided group

interaction (Wicns, 1964).

Following World War 11 a British psychiatrist, Maxwell Jones (1953),

believed that a number of_people in mental hospitals gld not really need

to bethere and that tne services provided for tnee'clid not matcn their

needs. Doctors, presttgious in tneir white coats, scurried about and hid

in offices, maxim only limited, sporidiceindividual contacts. Nurses I

performed their duties in "stations" and acted in a prescribed autnori-

'tarian meaner. Jones felt thamif-professionals acted more like people,

it might motivate these marginally adjusted clients to function more

effectively. he Ilso belieeu patients could be useful to eacn other.

Thus, ne developed a system of ward management that became known as the

'therapeutic community;" 'This approach involves a healthy human interaction

between staff and inmates, accessibility of professionals, mutual problei-

solving, and a earning through experiencing human, emotional interaction.

The theoretical basis for tne tnerapeutic communIty.has not been well

oefinea. One concept has to cid with the idea of the group's "holding a

mirror up to tne indiviauai." Tnis point of view can be nicely meshed

with tndt of social group work previously mentioned:

44 24, ,
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Human beings can be understood only in relation to other
numan beings. What a an is, is reflected of other men
toward him. What a man thinks of himself is his judgment
of the reaction of mother men too. The behavior patLern
of any individual is a mirror of his total life experience,
most of which is in groups. If one is to understand an
individual, one must know the groups to wnich he belongs.
Every individual has a different status in each of the -

variety of groups to which he belongs. The same individual
will exhibit different patterns of behavior in different
groups (Wilson and Ryland, 1949).

Many of the groups focus on current problems of living together.

, Thus, in institutional settings, such things as towel exchange or bunk

assignments are items for lengnty analysis. Uisciplinarypronlems are

also often aired in tne group setting, in order to combine peer ptessure

toward conformity vitn a clear examination of the tkotional components

in most numan interactions. Many such groups insist upon examining only

"aere and now" interactions. They. vehemently eschew any tendency of tne

group to examine nistorical antecedents or early childhood occurrences

tnat might account for present day behaviors. Using the concepts of

nistorical causality or diagnostic labeling 'is considered non-contributory.

The group size may vary considerably but tends to range iroM 10 to

60 people, a much larger numner than is found in usual group counseling

situations wnere twelve participants is considered the maximum number for

effective group learning.

In tne TC, approaches ranging from psythoanalysit to behavior modi-

fication nay be employed. However, .the emphasis is usually on bocial

activities that involve group dynamics, environmental examinatioa, and-.
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improvement of communications. The TC was not applied extensively in

the penal setting until the 1960's. One of the earliest in-depth studies

was carried out between 1964 and 1966 at the NIMH Research Center in

Texas It involved 30 dru dicts, prisoners who were found to be parti-

cularly resistant to traditional therapy. The residents had 4eveloped

cliques built upon reacting negatively to certaiiIstaff members. To

change this situation, staff decided to give inmates traditionally held

staff responsibilities, such as discipline. Inmates and staff also began

to participate togetner in community meetings. The results of the study

shpwed that these changes enhanced communication between staff and inmates,

arid the TC's rehabilitative program improved markedly (Hughes, 1970).

Other studies of TC programs include The Clinton Study afthihiades and

Fink, 1968) and The Patuxent Institution Study (Wilson andSnodgrass,

1969). This techniique can be applied to a wide variety of settings, but

is most often used in halfway houses operated by self-help groups.

Guided Group Interaction (GGI) was initially used with youthful

offenders in the "Highfields Project" in New Jersey. The young people

were in a halfway nouse whereGGI was used extensively OcCorltle, 1958).

The success of the dighfields Project led to others su1h as Walton Vil-

lage (Montane, 1967) and the Florida and Minnesota co rectiona systems

aareapk, 1970). The President's Commission on Law E forcement and Ad-

ministration of Justice reported that the GGI appro h at Highfields

acnieved positive results more effectively and eff iently--in terms of

;
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both Lime and cost--than do most reformitories (President's A ommission,

1967).

WO ; 4k1
44 04

Other Approaches

Kanfer and-.$aslow (1969), in their analysis of individual problems,

discuss not only exceaa4i;-deficits, and assets, also the extent of

tne individual's self-control, the lity of his/her social relationships,

and the entire supportive environment in wh h the individual is operating.

Bandura (1969)' emphasizes "social modeling" as one of.the systems through

which people learn and can' subsequently change.

New techniques are emerging in the area of assertive training. Here

the underlying assumption is that, for many offenders, the involvement in

illegal behavior occurs because of their inability to confront any emotion-

ally threatening situation directly. Techniques range from specific in-

structionl concerning ways to become more assertive, to modeling and

role-playing, to behavioral rehearsal. These approaches represent a

shift away from traditional counseling techniques--a movement away from

simply "talking about" as an attempt to understand behavior toward becoming

involved in action. Little concern may be given to whether tne individual

understands the dynamics of the change, and the methodology for achieving

positive change is directed toward new habit formation.

4 7
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Behavior modification, for example, although is has a negative

reputation in some circles, provides a strong positive aspect in\that

it approaches problems differently and is markedly more effective than

the, traditional punishment model. In this framework, punishment is \

seen as an attempt to extinguish a certain type of behavior. Studies

in this area support the fact that punishment can be effective in de-

terring behaviors, but, to be so, the aversive stimuliimust be applied

within seconds after the undesired behavior occurs, the severity must

be sufficient to eliminate the behavior. This immediacy is next to

impossible in a correctional setting. The punishment model has a further

disadvantage in that it has been shown to increase emotionality. (finger

and fear), which interferes with learning. If the off enders are to learn

more adaptive behaviors, it is Self-defeating to use approaches that reduce

the chances of learning. As can be seen from this brief analysis, the

likelihood of such,a procedure being effective, fro& a psychological point

of view, is quite remote, given the inexactness with which-it is likely

to be applied in the correctional setting and the detrimental effects as-
.

sociated with this approach.

Positi4e reinforcement, on the other hand,'can be effectively applied

within tne behavioral modification framework. In this:procepure;a Sys-

tematic attempt is made to reward or reinforce positive behaviors and

ignore negative behaviors, which results in an increase in the likelihood

that the-rewarded behaviors will occur -in the future. This model obviously

\



poses problems within the correctional setting; many negative behaviors'

are difficult or impossible to ignore since they involve the well-being

of other individuals or can even result in further criminal prosecution,

e. g., use of illicit drugs in prison, assaults, and even occasional

killings. These facts do not preClude, though, attempts to design posi-

tive reinforcement programs directed toward specific goals for individual

offenders or groups of offenders. Using these techniques, records of

change or non-change in the target behaviors can be accumulated which

lead to an accurate assessment of the effects of the program. Many of

the earlier counseling approaches lack the ability (o desire) to identify

clearly treatment objectives, thus it is impossible to measure their re-

sults or to present statistical evidence of the efficacy of, the approach.

Many correctional workers find it difficult to incorporate the

non-punishment- model into their thinking because it runs tounier to two

general public mandates of correctional facilities--those of deterrence

and retribution. In oirect contrast to these traditional mandat s (that

still permeate the system) are the concepts of rehabilitation and\provi-

siori of a humane environment for persons forcibly removed from socicety.

These vastly different approaches produce continual conflict for th4e

1 \

esponsible for both the treatment and custodial aspects of correctidis.

In addition to conflicting public mandates, positive reinforcemen

\

programs can present problems in correctional settings if they are inapt

propriately,applied by poorly trained staff. It is quite easy, for exam le,
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within a contained environment, to withdraw rights and privileges. Then,

the-use of these as reinforcers can be responsible for cresting more nega-

tive than positive feelings in 9ie residents. In some mental hospitals

even basic bedding is remove4 i;r iiturn being contingent on the patients'

displaying the desired behaviors. This raises a question about the moti-

vations of correctional personnel. Who are we helping? Very often it is

only the institution'or ourselves.

Other emerging approaches include the use of biofeedba techniques,

hypnotherapy, aid meditative procedures which hold much pr ise for coun-

seling efforts dealing with such problems as reduction of anxiety or re-

habilitation of drug offenders. Biofeedback techniques have been applied

in the Federal Correctional Facility at Tompoc, California, and Tran-

slcendental Meditation was successfully used with a groUp of drug offenders

at the Milan Michigan Federal Correctional Institute (Ramirey, 1975).

A number of other counseling and therapy modalitiell have gained some

prominence in correctional work. These include Offender Therapy as prac-

ticed by the Association for the Psychiatric Treatment of Offenders,

Rationale-Emotive Therapy of Albert Ellis (1961), Logotherapy, and Wsis

Therapy.

Summary

Approaches to counseling in corrections vary widely and en6ompass

techniques commonly used in other kinds of counseling situations. Group

3U
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counseling, while presenting unique eroblehs in the correctional setting,

is practiced in a variety of formats, depending upon the fncus of the

i

/14

counseling efforts. Family counseling is conceived to be n imp,._ant

and necessary component of rehabilitationkof offenderi, and community

living groups are now being organized to provide real-life settings in

wnich offenders can acquire and practice more appropriate social behaviors.

Many new techniques are on the horizon, and their efficacy is yet to be

assessed.
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This chapter ;discusses differing objectives; that may be achieved
through thre4 major kinds of programmatic efforts: career guidance,
general adju4tment, and emotional reorientation.. Ways of tailoring
these objectives to individual client needs are also discussed.

Chapter III

Differing Objectives

The discussion of which of the widely differing approaches twill be

most appropriate to use in correctional counseling will often depend on

the intent of the counseling effort. Activities carried out under tie

heading of counseling can range from direct advice-giving, through a variety

of role-playing and behavior analyses, to intensive interpretations of a

psychotherapeutic nature. One way of approaching this'Assue might be to

assess the depth of involvement expected from the participant. At one

end of the continuum, that of advide-giving, we expect the individual to

be rather superficially involved. S/he is expected to he psychologically

adjusted to the point where s/he can make intelligent choices among alter-

natives. His or her emotional investment is likely to be limited, and

s/he is expected to respond with the conscious mind in terms of an ade-

.

quately functioning ego--in TA terms, as an "adult." At the other end of

the continuum, the counseling program attempts to involve the individual

,on a deep feeling le el, with emotions brought clearly into focus so they
_ .

can be examined by the individual, and often by the group, with the aim of

J
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achieving "insight" or some similar type of improved understanding of his

.

or her own motivational pattern. In the following pages the differing ob-

jectivee are discussed under the three headings of career guidance, general

adjustment, and emotional reorientation.

One of the current e

Career Guidance

plea that involves the direct application of

_factual information is career counseling, including rehabilitation guidance.

4(.4.

In'correctional institutions across the nation, counselors are on hand to

insure that inmates understand what programs are being offered, the employ-

ment possibilities associated with training activities, and the value and

importance of education. These persons may be called educational counselors,

vocational counselors, and/or rebabilit.4ion counselors, and tney provide

information in different, but interrelated, areas. In other settings, the

three functional areas may be combined into one, and the counseling.con-
e

ducted under the heading of "career guidance, "'which involves notonly

occupational information but also a discussion of values and attitudes.

The purpos is to provide the client with information about the kinds

of programs available to him or her, how the particular program is related

to the projecti ns of the labor market in the free community, and how pre-

sent available opportunities would tie into further developmental activi-

ties following institutional release. Counseling sessions are usually

53
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achieving "insight" or some similar type of improved understanding of his

or her own motivational pattern.. In the following pages the diffeiing ob-

jectives are discussed under the three headings of career guidance, general

adjustment, and emotional reorientation.

r

Career Guidance

One of the current examples that involves the direct application of

factual information is career counseling, including rehabilitation guidance.

In correctional institutions across the nation, counselors are on band to

insure that inmates understand what programs are being offered, the employ-

ment possibilities associated with training activities, and the value and

importance of education. These persons may be called educational counselors,

vocational counselors, and/or rehabilitation counselors, and tney provide

information in different, but interrelated, areas. In other settings, the

three functional areas may be combined into one, and the counseling con-

ducted under the heading of "career guidance," which involves not only

occupational information but also a discussion of values and attitudes.

The purpos

of programs ava

to the projecti

is to provide the client with information about the kinds

lable to him or her, how the particular program is related

ns of the labor market in the free community, and how pre-

sent available opportunities would tie into further developmental activi-

ties following institutional release. Counseling sessions are usually
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characterized by a strong reality orientation, coupled with some exhorta-

tion too the individual to accept and adapt to middle class mores and as-

cribe to tie virtue of the work ethic. Graduate students are often used

in career' guidance programs in the fields of vocational rehabilitation,

guidance and counseling, social work, and related disciplines. They are

especially helpful with young adults, who find it easier to identify with

them than with the older staff.

Along with providing information about opportunities, procedures

include an analysis of the individual's strengths and weaknesses in terms

of aptitudes, interests, and capabilities. The inmate is allowed time to

realistically assess his or her potential for completing the course, and

on a longer range basis to decide,of he or she would be interested in

working in the field if the course requirements are satisfactorily complAted.

Little emphasis is placed on emotional aspects of the choices being made.

Career counseling is designed for people who are capable of functioning /

adequately and are essentially free from serious emotional maladjustment.

Vocational rehabilitation programs are emerging more frequently in

institution and in probationary and parole operations. Pa&of the trend

seems to be based on the concept that behavior and personality disorders

represent disabilities of a severity equal toe deformed limb or some other

physical incapacitation. State departments of vocational rehabilitation

have become actively involved in correctional settings and offer their sup-

port and services when emotional as well as physical disabilities are in-
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volved in the offender's inability to function independently .0 the job

Market.

Career counseling also 'ts a part of both probation and parol_

vision, as those procedures a)ke normally carried out, The conditions of

release under supervision almost inevitably include Ipme requirement to

maintain gainful_employment, or In the case of more youthful alienuers, to

oe actively involved in scnoor or training. If individuals are to adjust

in the community, tney often need considerable assistance in reorganizing

tneir lives, particularly in fulfilling work obligations. Again, the

counseling is based on very practical aspects of tne individual's adjust-

ment--the availability of financial support for vocational training, op-

portunities for training or education, and available job opportunities.

Also of prime importance are those job opportunities in many states that

are closed to ex-offenders. Many correctional workers and inmates are

3 unaware of these restrictions. They must be considered in reality-based

counseling.

11

Another trend within the correctional picture involving fairly

directive counseling is the self-help group efforts. Offenders are

trained asparaprofessionaii and devote their energies to assisting

tneir peers with making use of ootn tne support bureauocracy and em1146-

ment and training resources available to them.

5 5
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General Adjustments

Somewhere between advice-giving and in-depth psychotherapy lie

many counseling activities wnich are not concerned with basic psycno-

dynamic emotional adjustment yet aim at assisting individuals to function

more productively in society. A wide array of tehniques zre aimed at

improved social adjustment and self ennancement.

Witnin this framework,are such approaches as the TC and GGI, com-

Lninication skills groups, Alcoholics Anonymous, drug information groups,

and self-help groups. The goals Of many of these groups are to provide

information and promote interaction leading to more effective social ad-

justment. The efforts of the counselor are directed toward creating an

environment wherein this effect may be optimally realized. The groups

are usually democratically organized, with maximum inmate input, and

relatively free from autocratic staff participation.

One promising approach is Group Leadership Training, briefly dis-

cussed in Chapter II. This procedure opens the door for future inmate-led

groups witn self-determined goals and objectives. It is recognized from

the start that all tne SOitalOnS presented are not necessar4ly related

to tne needs of al/ indivichials participating; rather, individual'parti-

cipants make use of those aspects of the program seen as most beneficial

to themselves. Altnougn such an approach'is not entirely successful for

.11ary people going tnrough the correctional,process, such programs have

served as a turning point in the lives of some individuals, leading to

5u
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social aajustment and other achievements.

Even wnen dealing with individuals with fairly severe emotional pro-

blems, a general adjustment approach can often prove benef)cial.

Inc.," for,example, founded by Dr, Abraham Low was based upon very prac-

tical guises for living to be taught to and practices by former mental pate.-

ents. Techniques employe() parallel the Schmidhofer technique (1973) in

some respects. Tnis- latter approacn teacnes specific skills to large

groups of individuals. Students ao not discuss their emotional diffi

culties but snare now they have made use of tne prescribed tecnniques

to-overcome some problem. Dr. Scnmidhofer usea this procedure in several

correctional settings with mixed results. For many, a generalized pro-

gram missea tile mark; for a selected few, considerable gains could be

observea.

Many of tne self-help group efforts tend to be planned approaches

toward social adjustment. However, they often develop a psychotherapeutic

orientation and deal with emotions as well. Programs sucn as Synanon and

Peer Counseling use a very structured approach incorporating therapeutic

techniques like TA and Gestalt.

One argument against many general adjustment approaches within an

institutional setting is that it provides skills necessary for institu-

tional adjustment but not for living in a free society. This problem

ca:; be resolved only oy providing a more normalized institutional environ-

ment wnizn may involve vast systems change. Much systems change aas come
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about as the direct result of net/ needs for staff and residents created,

by the general adjustment approach. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has

recently initiated a management restructuring program aimed at normalizing

tne correctional setting. This permits the general adjustment counseling

groups to be more relevant to free society functioning.

The unit management system allows fir more effective TC's, GGI's,

and other adjustment programs because itjnot only focuses on normaliza-

tion, but also, by decentralization of stitution staff into units, it

places staff with decision-making audit) ity in close proxiiity to the

offenders. This encourages increased s aff-inmate interaction and the

restructuring of inmate cliques into a justment-oriented groups.

Emotional Reorientation

iWhile most counseling efforts avoid committing themselves to psycho-

dynamic objectives, many group leaders still strive to achieve some meas-

ure of reorganization in the personalities of the participants.

One aspect of emotional reorientation concerns the development of a

more flexible' adaptive approach to life. A close examination of the life

forces operating in the individual at the time of his or her becoming in-

volved in illegal, antisocial acts reveals that the identified behavior,

from tnd point of view of the participant, represented almost the only Tos-

s...1)1e solution to a complex dilemma. Only after exhaustive, and often ex-

nausting, exploration of motivations and emotional-blockages can tne

5d
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individual come to understand that there were, and would be available in

future situations, a number of alternatives. The statement is often heard

that, "If L had only stopped to think about it, L would have nel,a. done it."

Indeed, this may very well be true. Lt is not unusual for individuals to

allow pressures to accumulate until they are unable to recognize some of

tne motivations forcing them toward certain types of actions. They then

react impulsively without attempting to make a clear analysis of the situa-

tion. Thus, a variety of techniques in the therapeutic approach assists

individuals to understand their own dynamic processes and helps them to

analyze why they are behaving as they do. They are also encouraged to ex-

plore the extent to which they can exercise control over their own behavior,

and integrate their cognitive and emotional lives.

For example, in Transactional Analysis, understanding the.different

ego states and now a person shifts from one to another provide the frame-

work for developing understanding of the motivations for one's own behavior

and how certain types of reactions are triggered. The "60-Second Countdown"

tecnnique ptovides for short-term analysis 'of social Interaction, quickly

shifting the individual into the analytic mode, allowing for a more rea-.

soned response.
i?

Similarly, the "here and now" group feedback process, centering on

emotions expressed, can "hold up the mirror" to an individual so that he

can see himself as otners see him. Role-playing behavior, modeling, and

identification are all processes that are used in most therapy sessions
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and work toward an improved degree of emotional reorientation.

While behavior modification techniques appear to be more closely

related to the "general adjustment" approach to counseling, the fact of /

tne matter is t at they are often in the emotional reorientation frame-

work. Counseling efforts growing out of the older psychoanalytic ap-

proach and Rogerian type counseling emphasize that one must have "under-

standing" and "insight" of underlying emotional motivations before behavior

will change. Supporters of behavior modification, on the other hand,

contend that it is considerably more efficient to approach the problem

from the other side--namely, change the behavior and the associated emo--

tions will.sAbsequently change. Thus, as the individual becomes free from

anxiety and tension through systematic desensitization, for example, he

enjoys greater success in tackling problems and as a result, moves on to

a more success-oriented emotional outlook. Assertive training would be

seen as an even better exhaple of the alliance between behavior modifi-

cation and emotional reorientation. Here, through changing a behavior

pattern, the individual learns how to function more adequately. In the

process, of courde, s/ne also discovers why s/he has been having problems

in this area in the past. This latter insight is of less consequence

tnan the very positive feelings s/he has about him or herself as s/he

moves toward more adequate functioning and finds others reacting toward

nim/her in more satisfying ways.
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The goal of emotional reorientation is often quite diffidult to

acnieve in the correctional setting. The combined factors ce a coercive

atmospnere, conflicting treatment mandates, and tne "inmate code" act

against tne success of traditional modes of psychotherapy. One solution

is to request professional persons outside the correctional system to

administer these ces. This is an expensive procedure, and care in

selection snould be made both in employing consultants and in choosing

resident participants. Very often tnerapy programs rich in community

consulting staff oecome attractive to inmates wno, neither motivated to

seek out psycnotnerapy nor in need of an intensive emotional growtn ex-

perience, seek out those situations where their privileges can be extended

and their release more rapidly effected.

One example of tnis occured at the Milan ICI in the early 1970's,

where a treatment community of "disturbed" offenders was establisned.

Preferential nousing was furnished, the staff was buttressed with a wealth

of community professional consultants, and most of the institution's men-

tal health professionals were involved with this -unit. This island of

treatment and privileges within a then custodially-oriented correctional

setting created discord among inmates and staff alike. The inmate popu-

lation in the unit, consisting of the most dominant-athletic residents at

e tialt, was dissolved, and seemingly, those inmates Frio were uie most

vocal anu perisitent gained admission to the unit. A mixture of .tier

residents with tne "disturbed" finally culminated in a privilege unit tnat

61
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was operating lot reasons far different from those for which it was

designed.

Care must always be taken to set policies and programs in such a way

that treatment objectives do not interfere with basic overall procedures.

If there is conflict, the result may create more problems for those invol-

ved than can be solved through the treatment process. Consultants, staff

professionals, and students can effectively design and operate therapy

programs, especially when tne entire institution can benefit equally from

this expertge,

Judge David L. Bazelon, a Federal Judge from the Washington, D. C.

District, fias argued tnat psychologists' treatment programs have served

mainly as a side snow tnat distracts from the main ring where the real

efforts need to be placed--societal reorganization. He maintains that

psychologists nave served themselves well, but not the offenders they are

asked to help (Brodsky, 1973). In talking to psychologists he states:

. . you may find that you can have a significant impact on the problem

of violent crime by taking bitter and violent offenders and resnaping them

so that they learn to live with the devastating and ugly conditions of

life that none of us could tolerate. . . . But wnether you want to serve

as high-priced janitors who sweep up societiVs debris so that our problems

will be pushed out of signt but in no sense resolved, is a question that

you yourselves must answer after you have squarely faced it."

b2
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Differing Clients

While a great amount of energy is devoted to diagnostic procedures

in an attempt to deal with each person as'an individual with unik,u.., pro-

blems, the fact of tae matter ist having examined these unique, indi-

vidualized problems, the resulting prescription is often remarkably similar

across clients namely, group counseling, or whatever. This is not to

imply that a special counseling program should be designed for each indi-

vidual and his special problem, for this would be an unfeasiple approach,

but rather that clients may be grouped in terms of 3-heir major presenting

problem, and perhaps, unique approaches developed to deal with those problems.

An approach of this latter nature is seen to be emerging already.

Many states and the federal government have initiated "special treatment"

programs for tnose having a history of narcotic addiction. Jurisdictions

have developed specialized programs for people witn.problems in this area

within tne existing institutional settings. Similarly, those with problems

in tae excessive use of alcohoj separate themselves out for special atten-

tion. For many years Alcoholics Anonymous was about the only treatment

modality available other than Antibuse, in either the mental hospital.or

prison setting. Recently specialized counseling programs have been ini-

tiated for this group. As has been previously indicated, youthful offend-

ers are often provided with a wider range of treatment opportunities.
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summary

In career guidance programs, the general focus is on imparting

factual information about the kinds of programs being offered, employ-

ment possibilities, and the value of education. General adjustment

programs are aimed at teaching skills necessary for living in a free

society, and attempts are being made to make institutions resemble

more closely the normal societal milieu. More difficult to implement

than the foregoing are programs aimed at emotional or personality re-

orientation, although many programs will include some efforts in this

area. Caution must always be taken in designing any program for a

correctional setting that treatment objectives are consonant with .the

basic overall objectives of the institution.

6 ,*
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Counseling takes place in a wide variety of situations, ranging
from those that look very much like outpatient clinics to locked
and barred cells in a maximum security institution. Physical
surroundings are probably less important than many other aspects
of the counseling process or program; ease of accessibility to
sessions may play a fairly important role in the continuity of a
group or program as will'the content of the discussions. The

following section traces an individual through the criminal jus-
tice process, highlighting briefly the kinds of counseling that
he or she might encounter at the various stages.

Caapter IV

Different Settings

Probation

Because individuals on probation experience considerable freedom

1111

of movement, they receive a high proportion of correctional counseling.

Probationers are viewed as people in need of considerable guidance in

terms of simple, factual information that enables them to work with wel-
.

tare agencies, relate to the court_system,deal with landlords, and se-
.,

cure. and maintain employment. Piobation officers frequently find them-

elves forced into the role of family counselor with ,der youtkful of-

fenders who reside at home and individuals who are married.. Some probation

supervisors believe that family therapy Jr counseling should be undertaken

only by professionals in this field; however, most feel that the probation,

officer can contribute positively in all areas of life adjustm

1 This refers toa sentence-'served `under supervision in
ithe community in lieu of incarceration.
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Group counseling in recent years has come to assume a more signi-
,

ficant role it supervision tn probation. especially with juveniles, the

tendency to gather in clubs or gangs seems naturally to lead to counsel-

ing in groilps. Even with adult Probation, group counseling has been

found to be very helpful: For one thing, almost all probation caseloads

are larger than the supervisors feel are appropriate. Group counseling

offers the only opportunity for many officers to maintain contact with

those for whom they have responsibility.

For example, Faust (1965).reported on the use of non-group trained

probation officers in handling group supervision. With a fairly sizeable

sample (N=24) it Was found that while there was no difference in the num-.

Aber of probationers committing new offenses, a much higher per-cent com-

pleted their probation with a rating of satisfactory adjiistment than did

_ a control gtoup Under normal supervision (43% vs. 30% for the comparison

group). Of even greater importance is the fact that contact between of-

ficer.and client was nearly doubled by this, procedure. At about thr same

time Mandel (1(65) reported on a different approach to the measure nt

.of recidivism.

meetings for 9C

He noted that those under group supervision (1'5«man group

minutes.every two weeks) had a lower rate of revocation

and a higher ratio of months without revocatibn to months at risks t

did,a control group. It Oas also found that the group approach was 9bss

costly than individual supervision.,

6 43
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In California, additional impetus was given such efforts by the

"probation subsidy" program (Saleeby, 1971). This program was developed

as an outgrowth of early community-based enthudiasm. -A detailed :4.view

of the records of Polividuals sent to state level correctional facilities

revealed that from one-quarter.to one-third of those being admittei could

have been handled safely under probationary supervision had local juris-

dictions been abl provide.suitable programs (Smith, 1965; Roberts &

Sekel, 1965). Plan- en evolved to reimburse counties for each indivi-

dual they did not send to a state.facility based on past trends. The

money, however, could not be used to support. the existing level of services

but had to be spent on carefully planned,' improved services. Of the

"improved services:".many involved counseling and considerable group

interaction of one kind or another.

Jail

Suppose that the individual is not given probation but rather is

sentenced to a local jail? What are his chances of getting some help

through counseling? The answer is, "rather slim." In a few of the larger

jail programs across the country, some counseling,is available and pro-
,

grams have been initiated (Fenton, 1961). However, they consist4'tly lack

continuity of effort, and very little counseling actually takes place in

the jaii setting. This phenomenon is particularly devastating when one

realizes that the vast majority of people who are locked away from society

are incarcerated at the local level.
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4
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jail programs across the country, some counseling is available and pro- t.

are incarcerated at the local level.
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Expanding the concept oeloc 1 incarceration to include juvenile

halls, the picture brightens so hat, for communities are generally

concerned about the juvenile offender and, quite often attempt to pro-

vide some sort of counseling activity. Again, however, continuity of

application "is probably not great.

Recently the Federal Bureau of Prisons initiated a massive building

program for Metropolitan Community Centers to house federal offenders in

numane jail settings. These centers opened, in 1974 and 1975 i San Diego,

Chicago, and New York City. They provide a modern high-rise f cility in

the center of these metropolitan areas with staffing patterns conducive

)to/unseling. Other similar facilities are being lanned and should help

gieatly to solve the problems of overcrowded jails and the lack of humane-

-,

rehabilitative programs within traditional jail settings.

i

Prison

It is within major correctional institutions that the greatest ap-

plication of counseling is found; the prison is the setting for the most

activity. Counseling efforts range from individual career guidance and

emotional counseling, to small group counseling and family therapy, to

Large group interaction and therapeutic community programs. However, the

bulk of counseling in, the prison setting has been in teems of small group

interaction of One sort or anotner. The group counseling model developed

by Norman 1enton (1950) rapidly spread throughout the nation. Small groups
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with a strong Traqsactional Analytic orientation are also swelling as

'the number of inmates involved in tnem increases. Garkhuff's helping

techniques (Carknuff, 1968) have added still another dimension, a.ld ar41

being applied with botn inaivid als and groups.

Guided group interaction programs and "tnerapeutic communities"

now dot tne correctionalanoscape, and model institutional designs

are sometimes planned around the therapeutic community concept (Brad10,

1969; Saleeby, 1970).

.

The lri Between_Stage -- Halfway Houses

With the current:emphasisupon communitybased corrections, a

variety of waystations'have beecreated--community correctional centers,

group notes, halfway houses; work Furlough units, and'community program

Centers. In these settings, group counseling and therapeutic tommon4ies

not only tnrive but are probably necessary. The stress of being neither
!

an inmate nor a parolee,but suffering the disadvantages of eacn status,

. \
i

letadsto a variety of- problems that can be ameliorated by some sort
'

of

.

.

group interortian. rn addition to the eonfusion with regard tostatus,

there are stresses associated with the transitional process from being

closely controlleo to being moderately responsible for a large portion of

one's life. Again, insights developed in the security of tne institutional

setting can be tested out in the arena of life in a semi protected cam
. a

munity.

6,)
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Any group of people attempting to conduct their lives in the close

juxtaposition of a small living unit will require some mechanism for con-

flier resolution. Thus, we see that halfway houses and correctional cen-

ters tend to incorporate not only grout, counseling and therapeutic commun-

ity concepts but'also self-help efforts that are directed toward personal

skill development. Some self-nelp programs go well beyond the use of the

group as an adjunct to regular programs and make it a central focus of

tneir intervention strategies--Synanon might be an example of this.

Paroie
2

The major portion of the parole agent's time is spent in individual

counseling: some of ltis quite directive, but a great deal of it is

devoted to sympathetic attempts to nelp tne individual understand tne ad-

justment process tnrough wnich ne is-traveling.

In recent years group counseling has emerged in parole, much as it

nas in probation, to help tne agent increase communication witn his clients,

as well as to offer the opportunity for improving interpersonal skills.

Group counseling in the parole setting provides continuity from tne

institutional system to counseling in tne freer society of tne community.

In tne institutional setting the individual can only talk about what he

miInt, do in a given situation; counseling under parole supervision deals

with what ne aid in reaction to certain stressful situations or wnat he is

,doing to respond to the stresses he feels in confronting new problems.

This term refers to a period of supervision following incarceration.



Scary

Counselors in corrections may find. tnemselves working i,

variety of settings ranging from visits to former inmates in their

homes to working within tne prisk...7. atmosphere. Tasks, objectives, and

techniques will differ, and the counselor may be required to assume a

number of roles including personal family counselor and/or designer of

therapeutic community programs. croup counseling -'developing rapidly

as an efficient and effective way of providing counseling services in

most correctional settings.

I

7j
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The tax structure in government aptly illustrates the complexity
of its organization. Each level demands some sort of rebate,
subsidy, or revenue- sharing because of its particular needs. So,

too, in the criminal justice system, and particularly in the cor-
rectional field. As noted previously, most of the offenders who
care incarcerated are held in local jurisdictions where revenues
are limited and demands are great. Where facilities are most re-
quired, generally speaking, incarcerational accomodations are the
least adequate. Deficiencies in money for building are accompanied
by a scarcity of funds for rehabilitative programs. In this cnap-
ter several factors that have influenced the direction of counseling
efforts at various governmental levels will be briefly explored.

Chapter V

The Differing Levels

Local Efforts

Tne general inadequacies of counseling activities in jail settings,

functions usually controlled by local jurisdictions, have been noted.

Slightly more activity can )e observed in juvenile halls, and probation

often makes proportionately greater use of counseling of various sorts--

startig, of course, with direct advice-giving.

Another area where counseling efforts4=7rapidly expanding is in

delinquency prevention programs. How to prevent crime has been a topic

of extensive discussion and some action since the turn of the century.

The value of such efforts is always open to question because the problem

is so difficult to evaluate. Caustic critics contend'that all such ef-

11 forts must have been totally ineffectual considering the present level

of crime. Supporters of delinquency prevention efforts think tnat crime
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would be even greater witnout these efforts. It seems likely tha programs

aimed at preventing delinquency do serve a useful purpose and are certainly

necessary to an enlightened society tnat wants to do something to s.em the

tide of criminal activity. The v.,rk of LaMar Empy (1967) serves as an

outstanding example of the application of group procedures in this area and

will be discussed in greater detail as some of the new, emerging techniques

and programs are examined.

State Programs

At the state level mucn counseling activity takes place. Group

counseling is by far the most common approach. When counseling was in
a.

its neyday in California, one institution (California Correctional In-
w.

stitute in Tehachapi), with the cooperation of the inmate population,

developed a 100% group counseling participation program in lieu of con-

structing additional fences, gun towers and taking other costly security

measures.

Generally speaking, more traditional counseling approacnes have been

used witn the more stabilized inmates. It is with tne youthful offender

that the innovative practices are being tested--such approacnes as match-

ing,clients witn counselors, small group homes, and stratLfied living units.

73
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fihe Federal System

The correctional apparatus of the federal system parallels ;Oat of

the states in that the federal system operates institutional and parole

services as well as community program centers (halfway houses) and jail

facilities.

In the past, the federal system.took a "middle of the road" stance,

tending, for the most part, to provide rather wellestablisned treatment

opportunities along orthodox lines--that is, psychotherapy and specialized

counseling were available to a small number of inmates.

More recently, with the initiation of tne Omnibus Crime Bill of 1968,

the federal system has been designated as a model for sound correctional

practices. The bill encouraged the already growing awareness of a need for

change, with the result that at the present time the federal system proba-

bly does play a leadership role in many areas, especially counseling. In

faQt, many innovative programs have nad their beginnings in federal facili-

ties. Presently experimentation is occurring not ot0.104tMlitraditional

group counseling, but also with peer counseling, token economies, programs

relating typology to Counseling
1

, biofeedback techniquei, and innovative

1 The Quay (1964) typology has been widely used in federal youth
',and juvenile taciiicies, ally Lids meL wicn relative success in
relating typology co program'efforts.
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Summary,

Unfortunately, local jai, settings, where most offe ers are incar-

cerated, hav14 the least adequate provisions for renab itative

Increasing empn4sis, however, is being given to preventive programs at

the local level. States are attempting to develop counseling programs,

especially in group format, and especially witn youthful offenders. Re-

cent legislation has encouraged federal institutions to provide leadership

in counseling programs and to experiment witn innovative approaches that .

may become models around whictiothir institutions can design tneir own

efforts.

,

re '
I
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Some of the approaches outlined in this chapter have been alluded
to earlier. In general, most of the techniques that will be dis-
cussed have not yet spread very widely and can be seen in only one
or two settings; a few have started to permeate the field. The
tradition of treatment has generally been to use techniques tnat
were initially employed in mental health settings or educational
facilities. Tne viability of this procedure has sometimes been
questionable, but, by and large, most such techniques have been
fairly well adopted and have become rather standardized practice.
However, several new approaches have been conceived and developed
within the correctional framework.

Chapter VI

New 'Approaches

Group homes_

Institutionalization of the juvenile delinquent, of the pre-delinquent,
. ,

and of the in-need-of-care has always been viewed as negative. Foster

homes are considered preferable, and efforts have been made to provide

foster home, care for many of these young people. Needless to say, the

sneer volume precludes finding enough homes; and even when homes are found,

the social climate may not be beneficial for the client.

As noted previously, juveniles naturally seem to flock together and

form into clubs, organization&, or gangs. It seems_entirely suitable that

some effort be made to provide living arrangements that will capatalize on

this tendency. At the same time, a small group of parent surrogates

be trained for the more economical placement of larger numbers of young de-

litiquents and pre-delinquents. Within this framework, considerable work

has been done to match tne worker and nature of tne setting with sroups
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of individuals withtsimilar personality4 or adjustment problems. Pre-
s

liminary evidence suggest's that this mat be an efficient and effective
'

approach. However, in'no way is it A p4pacea.

Matching Client and 4ounselor

/'
One of the best illustrations of attempts to match client/and coun-

/
k //

selor is the application of theoretical typoloky, which involves levels
/'

of.interpersonal maturity (I-level)'. Developed in navill disciplinary

barracks (Sullivan, Grant and Grant, 1957), theory proposes that

youtnful offenders can be classified in te s of their view of significant

others in tneir immediate social /psychytogical environment--particularly

autnoritY figures:. Classification evels range from 1-1 to 1-7, from

. the leAat mature to the most mature. Examination of the clientele in

correctional settingssuggests'tuat most offenders can be classified

between I -2 and 1-4 or 1-5.

The less mature tend to vkLw authority figures as givers or wiznholders

of the good things in life and often try to obtain what they want through a

straight demand system. As their interpersonal maturity increases, they

begin to see that good behavior plays:a part in the quality of otners'

response to them. Some will then embark upon a pattern of super-conformity,

becoming a "goody-goody," continually seeking love and praise from parental

.figures and others in authority. Others at this level learn the motiva-

Lions behind other people's actions, learn ho;;) to turn this knowledge to

77
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advantage by shaping these motivations for their own ends. The ultimate

of this approach is the very smooth "con- man" manipulator.

As personal maturity increases, standards of conduct are internalL

ized in the individual and he comes to judge himself against these stan-

dards, with resulting anxiety and tension when he falls short of his Own

goals and expectations. In the most mature individuals, altruistic moti-

vations become a part of the total personality structure.

In what probably represents one of the better studies in interactional

psychotherapy, the Camp Elliot (Grant and Grant, 1971) study matchea groups

of individuals classified in terms 9A this theory with different kinds of

group leaders. The findings suggest tnat those with lower levels of matur-

ity respond less well to counseling and/or tnerapeutic approaches than do

those at more mature levels of functioning. On the other hand, the group

made up of people with lower levels of maturity tended to respond quite

well to group leaders who mignt be characterized is DI's (Marine drill in-

structors)--highly authoritarian types. The group made up of I-4's and

I--5's did not respond as positively to the authoritarian approach, nor

were they as negatively affected as the lower group'lly counseling kinds of

interventions.

Starting from a rather simple, skeletal system of typologies, the

classification scheme now has become far more elaborate and includes more

subtle classifications for various subtypes. A wide variety of intervention

4
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strategiei have also bee identified for each of the different levels and

sub-types. Extensive appl ations of the theory cameiwith the'Community

Treatment Project (Warren, 1965) which developed specialized group homtz,

an approach mentioned earlier.

A number of typology systems has been developed, some Of which are

used for diagnostic purposes only and others for classification for

treatment. The Quay-Peterson (l948) -represents one of the latter efforts,

That particular classification system as modified by Quay and Parsons .

(1971) played an integral role in the special treatment program developed'

for Morgantown (also used now in Oxford, Wisconsin, FCI) that coObined

token economy with counseling. It represents a systematic. development

froufairly classical psychiatric diagnostic categories.

Use of Testing in Counseling

H.

After almost any kind of typology is develo ed, the next step is to

test the efficiency of the classification thro h some sort of evaluative

approach. In the case of the Quay-Peterson, he.test came firdt and the

program uses of the diagnostic'categories =me later. In the I-lelei 41):-

proach, initial classification was dlipen nt upon a long, involved, and

quite complicated individual diagnpsti' interview. Subsequently, more

19 devices were developed that.oWecttve, easily administered psy

provide a fairly reliable indicat n of the level of interpersofial maturity.
-



Other settings and jurisdictions have attempted to match client

and counselor through some sort of testing program, but no major sys-

tematic approach has evolved. For example, the Federal Prison System

uses the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory throughout the

system, but with only limited application. One exception, is the work

done by Magargee and his associates at The Florida State University in

cooperation with the Tallahassee Federal Institution. This effort has

produced a series of FCI Reports leading to the development of novel

concepts such as "Over-controlled hostility," and has the aim of classi-

fying inmates according to treatment goals.
1

While diagnostic testing and psycnological evaluations -have always

been aimed at helping the counselor better understand the client, seldomt,

' has such knowledge been used in any kind of a systematic or structured
i

manner. Within the last few, years, however; growing use has been made of

the FIRa-8 (Schultz, 1967)--Fundawental Interpersonal.Relationship Orien-1
- i 4

tation-Behavior. This quick paper,and pencil test assesses iii several

areas the kind of responses an individual would like to lip tve from his
0

or hgr particiPation.in interpersonal interactions. At the same time,

it reveals the-willingness of.tho individual tojals to.suchtnteractions.
. ,

In an ideal situa ion, for example, a counselor who .has strong nurturing'
.

-

needs can be paid up with a client who strongly needs to receive nur-
...

turance in his interpersonal interactions. Inithe.osuai case, the coun-

-- ,

ng assiselor may not feel totally comfortable in providing to meet the
. .. .

1 Copies of thelse FCI Reports may be obtained by requests tnrough
the Tallailaslee, FCI, Psychological Services Departient.

,
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particular'needs of the client, but can at least identify what kind of

response might prove helpful and attempt to work within that framework.

Testing has always_been prevalent throughout the justice

Unfortunately, however, much of this testing has" been done by academic

.
researchers, Interested mainly in studying the inhabitants of a microcosm

4

/f society. In effect,, prisons and their inmates have become guina pigs.

"Thus, the caged have become test-weary, and meaningful functional research
4

hos betome more difficult to carry out. The Federal Bureay of Prisons

is beginning to establish research positions within institutions, ansi

tnis should help solve the problem. The new Federal Facility at Butner,

North Carolina, will be:designed to include a volunteer research center

that will provide more information on how to treat chronic Offenders.

\

With high]y trained professionals and paraprofessional staff and executive

4
leadership by educationally and psychologically-oriented individuals

a mOre enlightened approach to the use of testing in coynseling and clas-
.

.
--"t-

sifiction should be developed that. can serve iirAMAaIwmodel for,

other facilities.

Gipmicks and Gadgetry

Use cif the tape recorder hos long been an invaluable aid in training

counseIors.and has alstqeen used to help a group get a betterunderstanding

of their own patterns of interaction. Of even greater impact is the use,

of video tape feedback_where the individual can Actually-see how he is
,

9
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. coming across to others.

Attempts have been made to utilize biofeedback techniques, especially

galvanic skin responses, to help both counselor and counselee,more clearly

determine,when areas of high.emotlonal content are being tapped. This

technique is used in Lompoc, California, FCI and is being developed at

Milan FCI as part of a drug abuse program. It is, however, in the'very

early experimental stages.

Peer Counseling

An approach Vat.has been used irregularly since the late 1940'i-is

the \Ise o'f effenderd to carry on counseling activities. Studies have

clearly demonstrated that' prisoners can be trained to handle groups as

effectively as most people. Probably the most well-known and welldeve-

lopidRrogram in peex counseling is that operating out of two federal

institutions and 'one prison in California. This. program has a structured

system for group training and a graduated approach to deveioping group
,

counselors or leaders. Preliminary phases,involve.heavy doses of didactiC

lectures in TransaCtional Analysis supplemented by a practicum. After

rather extensile training, the client' is then ready, to function as an

assistant instructor or as a co-leader in a small group counseling. Advanced

stages of the prZigram.involve learning the elements of group interaction,'

.

leadqksnip dynamics, the organization} of treatment, efforts, and CarkhufCs-

(19(,8) helplag techniques. Preliminary evaluations have been.coneistently

I

1,
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pOS1tIve. One particular result is that prisoners who are involved #s

counseling leaders seldom become involved in disciplinary difficulty:

Followup studies of former prisoner /counselors indicate a carry-vikr

of impiOvement from the prison tr society-at-large.

,Pear counseling as a form of group counseling is a fairly economical

procediere. Also material aid is offered to tnose who undergo the train-
.

tag, so the program functions as a wnole life style reorientation system.

-fp view.of tne benefits, minimal cost, and tne self-help orientation, it

seems likely tnat tnis is an approacn that we will soon see spreading

across-the nation.
.p

The Offender as Consultant/Counselor

. The activity about to be described is not counseling in -tne usual

AM_

sense,.but is being so considered because the interactions and goals

paraflel those of counseling.
N 4

Crilhe programs in sociology and criminologylibet are interested

in a realistic understanding of justice and correctional problems fre- .

queptly invite' former prisoners to. talk to st" udents and provide a vie:ill'.

of correctional institutions-from a slightly different perspective. This'

practice has grown to tne point where individuals particularly skilled in

talking too 4foups are employed ab consultants to educational Institutions

w

or pr4grams.and !lave, on occasion, become staff inptructors. In addition,
4

many such individuals ac employed by special interest reform groups/to

%

ir*

Ilk8
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assist with lobbying in legislatures. As in the case of peer counseling,

the particitant tends to realign his values as he works sure closely with

the "establishment."

Along similar lines is the specialized training of clients to func-

tion as counselors in specialized areas. Ex-narcotic offenders, for

,example, are viewed.as particularly gifted in providing counseling to

pre-delinquents to help prevent the abuse of drugs, including alcohol.

While a number of programs have been instituted along thilline,

SPAN is the one with whicn tne autnore are most familar. Nissen (1970)

set up a program wnereia potential counselors are selected from an in-.

Mate population during tne later pnases of their incarceration. They

start college work and training in the correctional institution. Upon

release tney take an intensive training program for paraprofessionals on

a regular college campus. While this program has not been without trials,

would-be counselors who have completed training have been placed in

school districts to assist in drug abuse prevention psograms.

Several new approaches for correctional counseling were discussed

is this chapter, including group homes, matching client and counselor, the

use of testing and audio-visual technology, peet,counemling, and training

the offender for consulting orceuhseling. Although more evaluative

studies are needed for enche-Of these approachei, preliminary studies in-
/

dicate-they.are having at least some success.
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Although counseling is not always effective in reducing parole
violations or recidivism, it is usually effective in reducing
misbehavior within the institutions. Counseling juveniles seems
to yield better results than counseling adults.

Chapter VII

Studies of Effectiveness

Counseling has not beer as carefully evaluated as many other cor-

rectional practices. Tnis observation is the keynote of the summary of

research on group metnods in Lipton, Martinson, and Wilkes (1973):

Considering the amount of support group treatment metnods
have received, it is surprising that there are so few re-
liable and valid findings concerning their effectiveness.
In addition, ;mere favorable results are found, reductions
in recidivism were relatively small. (p. 278)

A survey of the research conducted by these authors indicates that,

while counseling has not made any major impact in reducing recidivism, it

is effective in ameliorating Institutional difficulties. A number of

studies are reviewed that suggest that matching clients with counseling

approaches can be a significant factor in the success of the program.

!

.

ja,reviewing the s gnificant studies in the field, emphasis will be on

those studies illustrating positive application.

Kassebaum, Ward and Wilner

This uni1ue study is probably one of the best controlled studied to ,

'test the effectiveness of various counseling approaches (1971). Tne

-81-
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setting for the study was California Men's Colony at San Luis Obispo,
tor

a then new medium security institution in the California Department of

Corrections. The institution is architecturally divided into four quads

with central. services, a near ideal design for setting up differing

kinds of programs.

In the four quads the following types of counseling were established:

1. Voluntary group counseling. (As a natural result there was also

created a sub-group of yolunta non-participation.)

2. Mandatory intensive counseling by specially trained counselors.

3. Large-group community living. This included small-group coun

seling along with frequent large-iroup meetings.

4. Regular institutional program - no group counseling available.

Nearly a thousand inmates, young adult male offemders - 18 years of

age or older - with the bulk of the group falling into the age range of

20 to 27 were the subjects. Individuals"participated in tae treatment

program from six months to two years and were followed up after institu-

,tional release for a period of 36 months.

From official publications, and with the help of institutional per-

sonnel, an attempt was made to identify the objectives of the program.

The following two major points evolved:

1. Group counseling should reduce involvement in institutional

disciplinary infractions.

2. Counseling should facilitate adjustment following release, leading

to an improved parole outcome.

80
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Taule I

Studies.of Psychiatric Evaluations of Offenaers

Source Population Diagnosis Percent

Glueck (1918) 608 Sing Sing
Prisoners

Psychotic or mentally
deteriorated 1

Normal
Mentally retarded

12.0
41.0
28.1

Overholser
(1935)

5,000 felons
under Briggs
Law in Mass.

Abnormal
Normal

15.0
85.0

Bromberg and 9,958, offenders

Thompson before Court of

(1937) General Sessions,
New York City

s-

Psychotic
Psycnoneurotic
Psycnopathic

personalities
Feebleminded
Normal or mild

personality defects

1.5,

6,9

6.9

2.4

82.3

Scnilder

(1940)

A' 0

I

'Convicted felons,
Court of General
Sessicins of New

Yoric City

Psyehotic
Neurotic
Psycnopathic

personalities
Feebleminded
Normal

it



Source Population Diagnosis

Banay

(1941)

Sing Sing
prisoners

.Psychopathtc

Psychotic
Emotionally immature

Normal

Poindexter 100 problem Mentally ill
(1955) inmates Normal

Schlessinger 500 typical Character and
and Blau prisoners behavior disorders
(1957) Normal

Shands 1,720 North Psychotic ,

(1958)' Carolina felon
admissions to

Personality disorder
Psychoneurotic

Central Prison Sociopathic personality
0tber

'No psychiatric disorder
" :Transient personality

disorder

Brodsky 32,5 military Charac and behivior
(1970) pt sonergl * disorders

-WO psychiatriC.disease
Miscellaneous disorders

-84-
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Perk:rat

1.0

20.0
17.0
62.0

20.0
80.0

_

85.0
15.0

3.5
55.

9

5.3

4.7

19.8

ti

77.1
21.3
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itn Group .4 as a control group, no differences were observed oetwVen

,
-..--1 .,'

any pf thy9eatment groups and the control group in the proportions of

7
/

indiviwels wno were able to remain discipline-free during their 4titu-

tionl stay. (About half of each group managed this level of adjustment,)

''.--There Were no significant differences among the groups in regard to the

types of rule infractions matt were observed.

-With regard to recidivism, there were no significant differences

between the groups after 36 montns: Significantly, there was -no dif-

ference In the outcome for tnose who were cotmseied by the'reguiar lay

staff with normal departmental group counseling instructions ana those

valo were couoieled by highlysOecialized counselors.
A

The HihfielAs Program

The Highfields Program is one of the earliest and most successful

efforts at milieu ,therapy. It involved large group interaction combined
7-

with small guided group programA that dealt with Unformal inmate-staff

interaction. Freeman and Weeks (1956) report on 237 mare dffewfers in'

the 16-18 age group who went through the ptogram for six months. Tney/

found that tnose going through the Hignfields Progrot wer Significantly

more successful at staying out of trouble than those released from

regular institution (63Z versus 113%),. 1,nasmuch as he two

programs cost about, the same to operate, it was e t that not only was

the project effective inireddcing recidivism but it also had a favora

/
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cost/benefit ratio.

Joplin (1968, 1971) reports additional information about this

program as well as others involving group interaction.

Lamar Empey.

Lamar Empey has given considerable impetus to the community-based

correctional effort. He has worked mostly in the area of. juvenile de-

linquency prevention, setting up programs for juveniles aid youthful

offenders that aim to prevent the nee

project, called tne Provo experim

a milieu therapy atmospner Tne prog

incarceration. His first

d daily group sessions in

volved 200 juvenile offend-

ers between tne ages of and 17 whq underwent treatment for approxi-

matIly seven months. After six months, a comparison was made between

those assigned to the experimerital program and those assigned to regular

probation; tnere was little reported difference,in outcome. However, a'

much higher percent of those completing tne experimental program were

arrest-free during tne followup period than of those completing regular

probation. Those going through eitner experimental program or regular

probation did sigdificantly better than those who had been assigned to

reformatory (Empey, 1966).

In a laterr program in California, a community-based semi-institu-

Lionel setting again use milieu tierapy and guided group interaction.

Tnis p"rogram was compared with a small institution that placed emphasis

u
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development and maturation. A one-year followup study was

conducted, involving 84 ooys, ages 16 to 18. Halof those completing

bit! experimental program were involved in further offenses compa-

witn 75:! bf those from the instit-!tion.

Tne Youtp Center Research Project

The Youth Center Researcn Project was carried out in-the Stockton

complex trf the California Ybuth Authbrity. 'This large-scalejta44@et--

fellowed one of che most rigorous designs ,for studying he effectiveness

of different Kinds of treatment interventions.' The methods studied were

Transactional Analysis and behavior modification:),

Tne major hypotheses of the project were that Transactional Analysis

would be more effeCtive with nigher maturity 'youthful male offenders,

4

while behavior modification would be more effective with less verbal.,

-lower maturity subjects; and both treatment ptervention strategies would

be more effective than a regular institutional prograin involving group

and indi4dual'counseling. Two small institutions of co,mparyle size and

staffing were each given an individual mission. One was 1170; oriented

toward Transactional "Analysis wnlle the'otner was - total -ly committed to

0/
behavior modificaiion, involving a token economy. The staff members of

the two institutions received extensive and intensive training - in the

trestment.modality with which they were to become involved. Eleven

nundred thirty' offenders between -the aw...selb and 20.were rand.mly

A
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assigned to the two facilities, 160 had completed the prograk at one

institution and 144 had completed at the time of the preliminary

followup.

Results of the program inch: the following: OP

(1) Although initially tifnumber of incidents and misconduct

reports rose markedly, during the later stages of the experiment the

number of incidents and the ;mount of time spent in detention was

reduced by more than 60% in both units.

(2) In both programs, the more mature residents responded more

favorably', a finding tnat probably should have been expected.

(3) In terms of psychological outlook,.Transactional Analysis

participants changed more than those in behavior modification in the

following ways;

A. Reduced feelings of anxiety and depression

B. .More positive elf-concept

C. More optimistic about the future -

D. More determination and confidence in their ability

, (4) Participants in the Tran4actional Analysis program were more

positive in tneir evalUation of the sdirl's activities and more accepting

-in their attitude toward staff. Behavior ratings, however, showed that

those undergoing' behavior modification imprOved slightly more than those

who had participated in the TA program.

94
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(5) The reports on,the first 427 participants who had oven on
..,

.

the streets for a period of 12 months after participatincintne project

suggested no difference between the two treatment approaches in -, IL;

of failures on pardle (31% for.ows group versus 32% for the other). 'How-
.

ever, both violation rates were significantly lower Oan the 43% rate

of violations for those who had gene tnrbugk the same institutions prior

to the experimental ptbgram andconsiderably loWer than the 46% rate of

violations fOr a group of a comparable age released froth the other Youtsh

Atithority institutions,

Thus, it would appear that either.intervention strategy is equally

successful and tnat given total institution commitment, counseling

.1:

be effective in reducing recidivism rates (Jesness, 1972).

Sunnndry
.

1 :r

-qAs ,can be seen from thisuick
:
review,. the findings do not provide . /-

.. , , .

strdOe'support. for claiming great.gairis in tbrrectionsi counseling. On'

the otfter hdnt,there are indicatiox that some kinds of treatment,Oter4-

.
. .4

/
vention do maks,a .#41Iferenge; andoften d'significiqt 'one.. A's wvlook

,

-%;

at'tboge areas where theie,10 a finding "rin- !!adifferce, such as4the

Kassebaum, Ward and Wilner study, We sqe a tallpig back into an older

mo4d'wnerein'all inmates, their ':seeds, aid motivations are viewed as ',,,
. :.

identical. We aktitnow that inmates are not all alike - they are'not

peas in-epod.4-yet time and time again ,144a, institute ptogrpms in a '

0.

,
,

93 ,
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.
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blanket fashion thinking that. perhaps they will be successful in dealing

with at least some clients. They seldom are.

It seems that the field should be reaching a state of development

sophisticated enough to deal with this kind of problem more. effectively.

Die Camp Elliot study (Grant and Grant, 1959) indicates that different

kinds of people respond differently to different kinds of leadership.

The PICO project (Adams, 1961) shows that the application of treatment

'intervention with those for whom it is appropriate may be more harmful

. than helpful. Ift that study, -those classified as "amenable" and wno

were given individual and group counseling did considerably less well

on parole than did those who received no counseling at.all, whetner they

were classified as'amenable or not amenable. More recently the Community

Treatment Program (Warren, 1965) clearly delineates tne interaction be-

tween different kiggs of supervision and different kinds of.client to

snow how raction is Yelated to positive parole adjustment. Thus,

as one looks o the future, it *is hoped that more attention will be paid

to characIfistics of clients and the kinds of approaches or techniques

that wilVbe most likely to result in a beneficial outcome.

/
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Aitnough several waves oi ntnus ism over 6roup eohub Hui&
and therapeutic communities wive swept over the nation's pri-
sons, there may some institutions or newly initiated pro-
grams mat have not yet tried these approaches. The `'slowing
suggestiOns are set forth for the guidance of those who

0
'plant-an counseling programs, with the.hope that they will be
of practical value.

-Chapter VIII.

Some Practical Guides Toward App,fication

Examine Ole Cliente

Too often in the correctional process we develop an ideal program

and tnen look around to see if we can find inmates or probationers to

fit into it. A better approach istoexamine the needs of the indiv,iduals

to be served by the program first, aid then determine what kinds of pro-
.

grams might meet these need's. This can be, done by Che use of one of the

established classilicatiOn systems employing typologies, or by developing

and initiating ongits own battery of inatruments to obtain.a better know-

.

ledge of tne Cl-ientele. Any typology used must be evaluated. against the
0,16

particular situation in which theconnsekingprogram is -to be implemented.

'' For example, the I-level approach might be befit for one program, while

some sort of behavioral indiCes might be morel-appppriate for another.

Some would say that categoric are often.mbre harmful than useful;

that wnat'is needed is a better understanding of the individual offenders

and a program designed to meet these i dividual needs. Once suuwone nas

been tested, categorized, and labeled, furthe understanding (A chat

1
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person is often impaired, and the label becomes a self-fulfilling pro-

phecy of that person's behavior patterns. Also, when one is labeled

certain attributes become attached to that person that may not exist

at all in reality. Byravoiding the use of typologies 'the negative

.offshoots of labeling could be minimized:,:

Outline Your Objgctives

Counseling objectives can be outlined in a number of ways. Ar-

nold (.974) discusses such items as '"to prepare inmates for socially

accepted lives in the community with sub-objectives being: (1) the

creation of subcultures that will support conforiing behavior and con-

demn illegal behavior, (2) development of peer pressure for conforming

behavior,' and.(3) adoption of realkitic and appropriate perceptions of

values and expected behavior." As can be Seen, sucn objectives, as

stated, would be very difficult to measure. One would have to assume

certain logical consequences deriving from attainment of these objec-

tives, thus generating indirect hypotheses. For example, the primary

objective of "socially acceptable lives in the community" might be

translated to mean "arrest-free for a specified period.' Certainly,
4

tnis objective is easier to measure than one more broadly stated.. .How-

ever, it may be advantageous, sometimes, to set up objectives in.terms

of broadly stated goals.
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One such objective mielt be tne "enhancement of feelingz of in-

volvement on the parr of tne staff." Although it is broadly stated

and subjective, tnis objective may not be unnecessarily difficul-

measUre. In surveying attitudes of California Correctional personnel,

for example, Kassepaum, 'N'ara and .0:11ner (1963) found that

Participation in counseling may alleviate feelings of
being left out of tne important work of the prison.
The data indicate tnat tnose involved in the treatment
program nave an outlook more in line with the philosophy
behind the program tnan do staff members who are not
counselors.

qtner possible objectives are:

.1. Improving institutional climate. This objective has not been

dealt with extensively in tne literature of research; however, now that

institution climate sciles.nave been developed, it is possible to docu-

ment changes in this area.

2. Lowering the rate of aisciplinary difficulties. Simple book-

keeping procedures snould enable one to evaluate whether this objective

has seen achieved. Research in tnis area has already shown positive re-
.

suits, and easy ways are available for assessing goal achievement

(Griedland, 1960;-Truax, 1966).

-

3. Reducing recidiview. Altnough tnis can be difficult to measure,

it is an important criterion by which a correctional program snould be

evaluated. It is important, tnerefore, that this objective be stated

clearly, and the methodology be developed to insure its accurate measure-
.

ment.
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4. Positive shifts in personality. Standardized personality

tests could be used to measure the achievement of this objective.

Once measurable objectives have been established, the program nas

a basis for evaluation. Whetner or not a program has been successful- -

and even its degree of success--can be determined by measuring the ex-

tent to which objectives have been met. Furthermore, establishing ob-

jectives and making them known to botn counselors and clients can give
0.

direction and purpose to counseling programs, which, in itself, fact-

litates progress.

Survey Counseling Approaches

It iv usually recognized that the counseling approach used in any

program should be compatible with tne needs, clientele, and objectives

of that program. Other factors to be considered include the cost of

implementing a particular approach, the resources available to the in-

stitution that are relevant to that approach, and the expertise and

attitudes of the staff members who will be conducting the program.

Program Costs

The cost of a program is affected by the number of staff required

(and their level of training), by special materials or resources tnat

may be needed, and by the number of stiff hourd required for program

implementation.

9d
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A program is usually oolarec by the use of outside consultants.

if- consultants are to pc used, it would be wise to select a program for

wticn expert assistance is availede locally. This will elimin' the

expense of raving consultants come in from remote places.

Int special :-.ateriais that a prograh requires could range from

books and °trier printed matterAfor distributing occupational information,.

to specially designed ouildings or building wings for Therapeutic Commun-

ities. Aany counselin$ metnods need little more than a room in which to

meet; some, like biofeedback, require special equipment. The cost of buy«

mg, renting, or leasing needed materials and resources should be assessed.

Tne numoer of staff nours needea to implement a grogram refers tb

the ratio bet.teen staff nours spent and number of persons counseled. The

,Impact that tnis has oa a program is best illustrated by comparing group

counseling with individual counseling. However, tnis is not tVe only fac

tor. For any program to oe effective, staff time will be spent on non-.

counseling fuoctions--making special preparations, etc.-- and tnis, too,

should be assessed.

Available Resources,

The cost' incurred by having to ootain special materials or resources

for a counseling program can be reduced if some of thoie resources are al-

ready available to the institution. All available resources snould becon-

sidered, because even if they are not essential to program implementapon,

they may still be helpful in achieving program objectives.
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human resources should be considered as well

for example, occupational training is a component

tradesmen and/or businessmen could be invited in

as material ones. If,

of your program, local

to demonstrate and

teach their

Exgertisa'and. Attitudes of Staff

The impact of staff expertise on program costs has already been

touched on, but the assessment of tnis impact could be more complicated

than was implied. This is because, wnile nighty- trained professionals

earn higher salaries than minimally trained or paraprofessional staff,

tney may also be more efficient. Some studies have shown that counsel-

ing by peers or paraprofessionals can be just as effective as counseling.

by ab:experienced professional--but only for certain types of counseling

and only for certain objectites. In many other cases, the higher paid

professional will be more efficient.

The attitudes of the staff are also important fOr program success.

If an uLpOpular program is implemented, it may fail simply beca4e of

the lack of enthusiasm and commitment that are required bir success.

Assessing Alternative Programs

in order to adequately assesstne compatibility program to

institutional needs and objectives and determine its probable cost and

effectiveness, more than a review of the literature 4s needed. The

best sources of information are otner institutions that have.a program

like orsimiliar to tie one you are considering. Information from these

u
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sources can be obtained via letters, telephone conversations`, or site

visits, depending on budget allowances.

Staff Selection

It is important that any a0,itional staff that may be needed, es-

pecially tnose who will be proiram leaders, be carefully selected. Ac

cording to Arnold (1974), two cnaracteristics are especially important:

.0(

skill in communication teehniques'and.'a personal warmth with good ego

strength.

Selection can be effectively carried but if three fairly simple

criteria are applied! (1) only highly motivated and interested Candi-

dates should be- Considered, (2) they should be humanistically oriented,

and (3) they must be Ile ble enough to benefit fr'om a training pro-

gram which may lead them to alter preconceivedyiews..

.4
Staff Training

Origntation'sessions for the staff should begin well in advance of

program implementation. Such efforts Should start with top staff, who

can later assist with the Orientation for the rest of the staff.

It is advisable to design specific training modules with clearly

defined objectives. The modules provide an opportunity for insuring that

the trainees know how far they have progressed, while the objectives al-

low them to know when they=have arrived at the desired level of competency.

Training objectives snould be clearly stated. It should be made abundant-

ly clear to participants tnat they are not expected to perform some task
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for which they are unprepared,, and that they will be placed in a given

activity Only when they are fully trained for that activity. If trainees

know exactly what is expetted of them, their anxieties can be allayed

to a great extent.

Organizational Structure

If a program is to be succeskii,-the supervisor should report

directly to.the highest administrator in the system inwhich it is

located; Without this level of authority, programs become subordinate

t' the ongoing traditional activities and are seldom effective. Al-

though several questions of priority must be determined early, the

crucial question is whether counseling or other types oftraining or

education will take precedence.

The setting for treatment is also highly important. Ideally, the

total institution should tokkielcitcated to the program to be initiated.

Chamlee (1967) defines very clearly some of the problems that can be
. A

encountered when an attempt is made to integrate a program into ongoing

institutional operations. Such intrusions are viewed as "elitist," and

"sibling rivalries" develop as other segments of the program view the

special treatment section as receiving preferential consideration. The

resulting conflict often leads to a subtle sabotaging of the program

with a great deal of verbal undermining of program objectives. A pro-
.

gram in this kind of setting will have.difficulty initiating. procedures

$
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that are not congruent with traditional activities.

This problem may be overcome, hoWever, by identifying those indi-

viduals with the strongest opposition to or resentment of the pt,,b.a,

and involving them to whatever extent potsible. In fulfilling their

new duties, they may abandon their opposition and become strong program

supporters.

Another iiificulty in_attemptig'to integrate a program within a

, larger= institutional or program setting is knOwn as "radiatiomof ef-
,

fects" thatisocompetition and exchange of 'ideas-leada to a spread

of the positive aspects 01 tae program to comparison .or control situa-

tions. This impairs evaluation efforts by minimizing differences be-

tween the experimental and control groups.

A well-articulated organizational structure is necessary to support

the program. This includes ongoing traihirig programsto insure tnat

counselors who have undergone initial training are up -to -date in their

skills, fin addition, new counselors must be constantly trained for re-

placements as transfers and promotions occur,,, and to activate new groups

if the program is an expanding one.

Organizational support is also necessary t'o develop a system of

monitoring ongoing counseling activity. Such monitoring is necessary to

insure the quality of counselini,fand to maintain consistency with whatever

theoretical approach is chosen. Freed from such constraints, programs

tend to become quite amorphous and ill-defined. Activities within the
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group take on the character of the personality of the leader and may

range from didactic lectures, to amateur religious services, to,44er-

cises in che formation of democratic structures. While all such ap-

proaches may be very valuable, it is doubtful that all fit in a single,

pre-determined treatment ap roach. Without consistency of counseling,

evaluations are of little co sequence, for"those interpreting the re-

sults Would not be aJ all certain as to what activities the observed
t

"-*4
results are attributable.
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An 'Overview

In this monograph, a short history of correctional counselidg was
.

presented, followed by an examination of currect counseling appr.:hes.

This was accompanied by an explanation of how the setting, clientele,

and level of corrections should be considered to determine what counsel-

ins method will be used. A corrollary of this latit factor is a consider-

ation of the different needs of different clients, and how they'lend

, .

themselves to various counseling methods. Particular Attention was

given to new, innovative approaches to correctional counseling. These

include matching client and'coUnselor, peer counseling programs, group

homesufor juveniles, and Therapeutic Communities.

A few studies of the effectiveness of correctional counseling were

also reviewed. Results tend to show ty,'while counseling has not yet

been as effective as we would like, it usually results in an improvement

of institutional climate and, in.a few cases, an improved parole adjuStment.

This review was followed by some guidelines for the implementation

of counseling programs in correctional institutions: The importance of

Clearly delined.objectives was stressed as was the importance of matching

the counseling program with the objectives and resources of the institu-

tion. The process of staff selection and staff training was also did',

a
cussed.

go.
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An Overview

In this monograph, a short history of correctional connselidg was

, presented, followed by an examination of currect counseling appc._hes.

This was accompanied by an explanation of how the setting, clientele,

and level of corrections should be considered to determine what counsel-

ing method will be used. A corrollary of this last factor is a consider-

ation of the different needs of different clients, and how they lend

themselves to various counseling methods. Particular attention was

given to new, innovative approaches to correctional counseling. These

include matching client and counselor, peer counseling programs, group

homes for juveniles, and Therapeutic Communities.

A few studies of the effectiveness of correctional counseling were

also reviewed. Results tend to show that, while counseling has not yet

been as effective as we would like, it usually results in an improvement

of institutional climate and, in a few cases, an improved parole adjustment.

This review was followed by some guidelines for the implementation

of counseling programs in correctional institutions. The importance of

i

clearly defined objectiVes was stressed as was the importance of matching

the counseling program with the objectives and resources of the institu-

tion. The process of staff selection and staff training was also dis-

cussed.
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Now is the time to move forward with careful applications of the

various types of counseling along with particularly careful evaluation

efforts to determine if and where gains are being made. We must-carefully

appraise our efforts, and align them with realistic goals. Cbutselors

and therapists have often felt they have the answers to the problems of

recidivism and other crime, but these are linked to sociological and

economic variables, and cannot be solved by merely counseling the offend

ers. We can, though, provide numanistic environments for those offenders

so they Can learn alternative approaches to their prbbleds, and, ounseling

is an important part of this effort.

The age of "treatment"--with its connotations of "illness"--and

the forced application of "cures" is ending, while a more enlightened

approach is beginning to emerge. This approach involved integrated

programs designed to facilitate the learning of those social skills

necessary to freely choose a life style that is rewarding for both the

individual and society. In this approach, all involved are mode and

teachers, and the offenders are treated with fairness and respect,

thereby reducing anger and emotionality and enhancing the.learning

process.

We cannot continue to coerce offenders into dotformity. We muat

provide those experiences necessary to individual adjustment and meaning
,

'fulness in life. For most this comes through opportunities for intellec4

tual and emotional growth. Why not for offendetiO
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